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Abstract of Dissertation
The purpose of the study was to develop a theory of
the aural perception of simultaneous musical bitones, called
vertical or harmonic intervals. The study was specifically
concerned with: (1) formulating a theory of vertical interval perception, (2) documenting the psychological premises of
the theory, ( 3) implementing the theory by developing a model,
(4) testing the theory by utilizing the model to analyze
empirical data of interval recognition errors, and (5) delineating implications of the new theory for pedagogy and research.
The theory developed in the study is called the Theory
of Property Arrays because it identifies the structure of the
aural vertical interval as an array of properties derived
from the interval as a whole. The theoretical model utilizes
a binary coding of four property-null property pairs common to
all verttcal intervals: consonant-dissonant, perfect-imperfect,
stable-unstable, and major-minor. Each interval is thus identified according to its unique array of properties an/or null
properties and a system bf intervallic relationships based on
the similarity of their respective property arrays is delineated.
Hypotheses were developed to test the validi.ty of the
postulates-of the vertical interval perception theories of
Watt, Seashore and Mursell as well as those of the Theory of
Property Arrays. The data utilized for these tests were the
responses of sixty-two University of the Pacific music majors
to the aural presentation of vertical intervals.
The conclusions of the study were:
( 1) the Theory
of Property Arrays accounts for interval identification errors
more successfully than any of the other three theories tested,
(2) the Theory of Property Arrays offers a conceptual frame-·
work for the orderly development of skill in identifying vertical intervals, ( 3) the 'l'heory of Property Arrays offers a
means for analyzing, diagnosing and correcting errors in
vertical interval recognition, and (L}) the identification of
the perceptual structure of the vertical interval stim ulus
developed by the Theory of Property Arrays makes possible the
application of analytical techniques developed by information
theorists to problems of musical analysis.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS
I.

INTRODUCTION

The two-note combinations or bitones of music,
commonly. known as intervals, are the elementary aspects of
harmony and melody.

A single tone has musical significance

only when it is part of a musical pattern or gestalt with
another tone or tones.

Lundin states:

The successive combinations of tones and tonal
intervals constitutes the basis for melody, while
the simultaneous combinations of tones serves as the
ground .for what we call harmony. 1
.

,.,
_. '·.

Defining intervals as ratios between the constituent
pitches, Farnsworth says, "It is out of ratios that melody
;;1nd harmony are constructed. • • n2
If music emerges from these elementary bitones it
would seem that a part of musical training should include
training in the aural recognition of these elementary units.
"Ear training" courses devote considerable attention to
developing

~bility

in aural recognition of intervals.

The Harvard Dictionary of Music defines ear training:
1Robert W. Lundin, An Obje_9tive fsychqJgg~ of Music
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 195'3), p. ~9.
·
2Paul R. Farnsworth, The Social fsycho1:,Qgy of Hutl£
(New York: The Dryden Press, 195'8),P• f8.

:'

),:·

2

Ear-training--The important field of elementary
instruction designed to develop in the student sensitiveness to musical phenomena, particularly with
regard to intervals and rhythms. The usual method is
to play intervals, rhythms~ etc., and have the student
recognize and record them.~
In this introduction it has been pointed out:

(1)

that bitones, called intervals in music, are the elementary
aspects of melody and harmony; and (2) that it is necessary
for musicians to be able to identify these elementary aspects
aurally.
II.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to present and verify a
new theory of the aural perception of simultaneous bitones,
called vertical intervals.

The theory developed will be

called the Theory of Property Arrays.
Significance of the Study
This study is important because of the following:
1. The study deals with elementary aspects of
harmony and their perceptual interrelatedness.
2. The Theory of Property Arrays, developed in this
study, accounts for re~ognition errors.

3. The Theory of Property Arrays offers a basis for
a taxonomy of vertical intervals.
3"Ear--training," Harvard Dictionary of ~fusic, ed.
Willi Apel (Cambridge, Hass.: Harvard University 1-ress,
1950), 6th edition, p. 224.

3

4.

The Theory of Property Arrays can be used to
types of recognition errors made by individuals
and to formulate means by which such specific errors may
be corrected.

~identify

5. The Theory of Property Arrays makes possible the
application of the psychological techniques of information
processing to the area of music.
III.

SPECI:b,IC PROBLEMS

The specific problems to be solved in this study are
as follows:
1.
ception.

To formulate a theory of vertical interval per-

2. To implement the theory by developing a hypothetical model.
model.

3. To test the

th~ory utilizing the hypothetical
To analyze empirical data of recognition errors.

4. To delineate implications of the new theory for
pedagogy and research.
IV.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

In order to formulate a comprehensive theory of the
perception and recognition of vertical intervals the concept
of an abstract vertical interval must be assumed to be valid.
Specific variations of performance, such as variations in
timbre, pitch level, loudness or duration, while undoubtedly
affecting response to an interval, must be assumed to be
variations that do not constitute alterations.
The specific names by which the various musical

4
intervals are known4 are verbal conventions which are understood and accepted.

Evidence of incorrect recognition res-

ponses will, therefore, be taken to indicate perceptual,
not verbal, confusion.
Although the proposed theory may be considered applicable to simultaneous bitones of other musical cultures, the
specific terminology, musical concepts, and data presented
and analyzed are derived from and find specific meaning
only in Western musical tradition.
Within this frame of reference the number of different bitones or intervals within an octave is twelve.

These

twelve intervals may be represented by combining the note
C with each other note in the musical scale.
To avoid introducing complexities which are irrelevant to this study the tempered scale,5 which is the contemporary basis for tuning keyboard instruments, will be
assumed to be the basis for the production of vertfual intervals, unless otherwise stated.

Although other tuning

4rn aural theory, these names are, by convention,

minor second, major second, minor third, major third,
perfect fourth, tritone, perfect fifth, minor sixth, major
sixth, minor seventh, major seventh, and perfect octave.
5The tempered scale is derived by dividing the octave
into twelve equal parts, usually called half-steps, so that
in terms of cycles per second, the first division is to the
second as the second is to the third, etcetera.

5
systems, as \oTell, are utilized in Western music, studies
by Pratt 6 and Farnsworth? have shmm that the discrepancies
in intervals resulting from different tuning systems do not
alter the psychological effect of the interval.
V •.. DEFINITION OF TERMS

Perce)2ti_q_:q is broadly defined in this study, after
Gibson,8 as that process by which an individual establishes
and maintains contact with his environment.

This concept

of perception holds that perceptual learning is a matter of
increased differentiation of and responding to variables in
stimuli to which the individual had not previously responded.9
An antithetical concept of perceptual learning is
that perceptual lean1ing consists of learning to distinguish
or recognize stimuli by associating them with other, possibly unrelated stimuli.

This point of v1ew, which is con-

-tra·ry to their own, is characterized by Gibson and Gibson

6c. C. Pratt, "Quarter-tone Music," Journal: of
Genetic Psycholqgy, XXXV, 1928, pp. 286-93.
?Farnsworth, op. cit., pp. 26ff.

BJ. J. Gibson, "Perception as a Function of Stimulation," Psychology: A Study of _g Sc.ier_g~_§. ,- ed. Sigmund Koch
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1959), pp. 456-501.
9J.J. Gibson and E.J. Gibson,"Perceptual Learning: Differentiation or Enrichment?'' Psy:chp~Qgj.cal: Review, LXII,
No • 1 , 1955) , p p, 32- 41t- •

r

l,,

.!

ij
~

I

"
~'

I

.I
6

as enrichment of the stimulus rather than differentiation
of

highe~

order variables.

Is learning a matter of enriching previously meagre
sensations or is it a matter of differentiating previously vague impressions? On the first alternative
we might learn to perceive in this sense: that percepts
change over time by acquiring progressively more mem- .
ory images, and that a context of memories accrues by
association to a sensory core • • • Perception is progressively in decreasing corresp~ndenc~ with stimulation
• • • Perceptual learning thus conceived necessarily
consists of experience becoming more imaginary, more
assu~ptive, or more inferential • • • 10
Because this study deals with the characteristics of
the stimulus of the vertical interval rather than with the
characteristics of the individual perceiver, the concept of
perceptual learning by association is specifically denied
in this study.
The term interval refers to the basic two note unit
of melody and harmony called by Seashore a dichord,11 by
Pratt a 2itonal complex12 and by Schillinger a diad.13
Interval is often defined as the distance between two tones
or the relationship of two tones.

Although these definitions

10 Ibid., p. 34.
11carl E. Seashore, In Search of Beauty in Music,
(New York: The Ronald Press C~., 1947), p. 122.
12 c.c. Fratt, "Some Qualitative Aspects of Bitonal
Complexes," American Journal of Psychology, XXXII, 1921.
13J6seph Schillinger, Kaleidophon~, (New York:
M. Witmark and Sons, 1940), p. 13.

7
are not compatible with the basic tenets of the present
study, they may be considered to be meaningful descriptions,
if not valid definitions.
Successive pairs of tones are called linear intervals
because their notation gives the appearance of points on a
line.
Simultaneous pairs of tones are called vertical
intervals because they are notated as if they were points
on a vertical axis.
In the present study the terminology melodic and
harmonic intervals is avoided because of the inescapable
implication of larger musical context.

Sin~e

the

st~dy

is focussed on the nature of vertical intervals as an aural
experience without relating to a large musical setting,
terms such as harmonic and melodic are inappropriate.
A half-step is the smallest difference in pitch between any two adjacent tones in the conventional scale of
Western musical culture.

In measuring "distance" from one

tone to another, the half-step is employed as the basic unit
of measurement.

Thus it is convenient to describe musical

intervals, as indicated in Table I, in terms of the number
of half-steps between the constituent tones.

8

TABLE I
MUSICAL INTERVALS IN TERMS OF HALF-STEPS
BETWEEN THE CONSTITUEN1' TONES

Interval
minor .:...;:s=e=-c-o-n""""d=--------major second
minor third
major third
perfect fourth
tritone
per:fect fifth
minor sixth
major sixth
minor seventh
major seventh
perfect octave

Tonal Distance
1 half-step
2 half-steps
3 half-steps
4 half-steps
5 half-steps
6 half-steps
7 half-steps
8 half-steps
9 half-steps
10 half-steps
11 half-steps
12 half-steps

In this study, the term array refers to a configuration of vertical interval properties which are derived
from the vertical interval as a whole rather than from its
constituent tones.

A vertical interval is said to be a

"property array," meaning a configuration having specific
properties or attributes.

Thus, the property array is the

" •whole-character' • • • formed by the ensemble that cannot
be experienced in the parts when they are perceived separately.n14

14Floyd H. Allport, Theories of Perception and the
Conceot of Structure, (New York: John Wiley and Sons, IncJ,

1955, p.63.

9
The word proper£l: is used in this study to mean
a quality, characteristic, or attribute found in all
examples of a group or class ot objects or events; an
intrinsic characteristic • • • 1J
The term null property used in this study is derived
from the concept in formal logic of the null class--that
cla.:ss which has no members.

Thus, the null property may

be said to be the property of "not-being."

If a _property

of a visual stimulus is "color"- the corresponding !Ll.!ll.
.P£QP..'erty is "no color. 11
The term consonance has been used for many centuries
to refer to the relatively "agreeable" effect of certain
intervals.

\

\\

\

The cause of the consonance effect has been the

subject of much speculation.

However, because there is no

universal agreement or accepted standard for determining the
psychological basis for consonance, the term is used in the
present study only as a property associated with certain
intervals.

A more complete statement will be found in

Chapter III of this study.

VI.

SU:MMARY

In this chapter the purpose of the study was stated
as the presentation and vertification of a new theory of the
15Horace B. English and Ava C. English, eds., A
_Qomnrehensive Pictionary of _p~ychological p.nd P~ych.oan?-lytical
Terms (Ne\v York: David McKay Co., Inc., 1958T, p. 411+.

10

aural perception of musical intervals.

The significance of

the study and the specific problems to be solved by the
study were delineated.
A statement of basic assumptions from which

t~e

study

will proceed \vas made and terms which are important to the
study were defined.

12

and Stumpf .3
Helmholtz
As a result of his investigations, Helmholtz formulated a theory of consonance which states that consonance
is the effect of

11

smoothness 11 which depends upon regularly

recurring patterns in the combined soundwave pattern. of the
two constituent tones.

Dissonance, then, is the effect of

"roughness 11 caused by irregularly recurring patterns, or
"beats," in the composite soundwave pattern.4
Stump:(
Stumpf developed a theory of consonance which utilizes different concepts and a different criterion from
Helmholtz'.

To Stumpf, consonance is related to the imp-

ression of unity effected by the constituent tones.
effect he calls "fusion."

This

The most consonant intervals,
r

I
!

according to the Theory of Fusion, are those which most
nearly "fuse" into a single, unitary impression;

the most

dissonant intervals are those which seem least "fused."?
Although the theories of consonance propounded by
Helmholtz and Stumpf differ, one point of similarity is

3carl Stumpf, Tonpsychologie, (Leipzig:
1882 ' 1 890) •
4He1mholtz, op. cit.
5stumpf, QQ• cit.

Hirze,;

{J/

!
I

13
apparent; consonance-dissonance is conceived as a continuum
along which all intervals may be represented as points on a
line.
III.

RECENT THEORISTS

Of the many theories relating to vertical interval
perception evolved since the 19th Century studies of Stumpf
and Helmholtz, many can be categorized as either cultural
or psychological.

Studies by Bugg6 and Moore,? based on

the concept that learned traits are passed to succeeding generations through genetic inheritance, are of interest today
because of the essential idea that consonance and dissonance
are

cul~urally

determined.

A more recent cultural theory of

consonance has been suggested by Lundin8 which denies the
role of genetics or inheritance in the development of the
concept of consonance.

6E.G. Bugg, "An Experimental Study of Factors Influencing Consonance Judgments," Psycho:l;.ogical Nonogrg.Qhs,
XLV, (VJhole No. 201), 1933, and "An Analysis of Conditions
Influencing Consonance Judgments," Journal of Experimental
~sychol~gl, XXIV, 1939, pp. 54072.

7H. T. Moore, "The Genetic Aspect of Consonance and

Dissonance," Psychological NonqgraRhs, XVII, 1914, Ofuole
No. 73).
8nobert W. Lundin, "Toward a Culturai Theory of
Consonance," Journal of Psychology, XXIII, 1947, pp. 45-9.

CHAPTER II
RELATED LITEHA1'UHE
I.

INTRODUCTION

The literature relating to vertical interval perception is derived from the field of psychology in general
and the psychology of music in partj.cular.

In terms of

stimulus-response, most theories have been concerned with
the nature of the stimulus as an explanation of the observed response.

Although the idea of music interval quali-

ity of ef.fect was known to Pythagoras, Aristoxenos and
otrer early Greek theorists,1 acoustical and psychological
investigations date principally from the latter part of the
1 9th Century.

II.

EARLY THEORISTS

In the 19th Century, concurrent with developments
in

theor~tical

and experifuental science, the basic phenomena

of music became
subject. to scientific investigation.
.

The

most prominent of these investigations were made by Helmholtz2
1Gustave Reese, Husic in the Middle _Age§., (New York:
Ttl. VI. Norton and Co. , 19It0), pp: 17ff-.- - 2rrermann von Helmholtz, Qn lbe Sensation.§. of Tone .§.§.
for:. the 'l'h~.Q£.'£. of 11usic, translated by
Alexander Ellis,Ltth ed. ~London: Longmans, Green and Co.,
1912).

.5!

pjlysiolo~?i-_Q.5!-l Ba_~_;!.s

1

14
In a psychological theory of interval perception,
Lipps 9 theorized that the physical sensation of consonance
was due to what he called "micro-rhythms" of the brain.
In another psychological study, Edmonds and Smith 10 claimed
to· have found a correlation bet,veen vertical intervals and
qualitative descriptions by subjects of other sensory.phenomena, such as "smooth, like molasses in the mouth," "harsh
or blurred like the feel of harsh fur," and "luscious,
succulent, rich, like rich pudding-sauce in the mouth. • • tr11
Perhaps the most influential theories of vertical
interval perception in this century have been those of
Watt, 12 Seashore 13 and Murse11.11t
9Theodore Lipps, Psychological Classics, Vol. 2,
XC. Dunlap, ed., (Baltimore: Williams and Wilkins, 1926).
10E.M. Edmonds and M.E. Smith, "The Phenomenological
Description of Nusical Intervals,_" American Journal of
Psychology, XXXIV, (1923), pp. 2~7-91.
11 Ibid., p. 289.
12Henry J. Watt, The Foundations of Music, (Cambridge:
The University Press·, 1919).
13
.
· Carl E. Seashore, P~ychology_ of Husic, (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., ! 1938).
14James 1. Mursell, The E.sychology o( Music, (New
York: W.W. Norton & Co., Inc. 1 1 1937).

j.i

.i

15

An important English writer in the psychology of
music in the early part of this century was Henry J. \vatt. 1 5
In his book, The Foundations.Q.f. Music, Watt formulates the
theoretical basis for the concept of tonal distance, or
"size" of intervals which became the source of much classroom

(

~ractice

in interval recognition.

When v1e establish relations of proportion
betv1een lengths of line by mere visual inspection
of them, what do we do? And what are we aware of?
We inspect these lines and compare them as to their
lengths which appear as sensible magnitudes. We
base our judgment of proportion upon this inspection.
We are aware of the magnitudes we inspect as lengths
and we feel keenly whether a known or given standard
or proportion is repeated in a given pair of lines,
making thereby in our judgments only a small margin
of error. In judg_ing the proportions of tones, or
in judging tonal int~rval vre do exactly the· same.
We inspect tonal lines of a little breadth, or, as
we u~ually call them, tonal volumes. In these volumes pitches appear, not detracting from our power
to judge an interval, but rather aiding it considerably by giving it a sort of focus. We are aw·are
that the tones we compare have volumes or that the
whole volume constituting an interval·has a particular volumic figure • • • In judging interval we also
feel keenly whether a kno'm or given standard of
proportion is repeated in a given interval and the
margin of error made by expertjadges is very sma11. 16
Seashore ·
Among the extensive investigations of musical

-----15\vatt, QJl. cit.
16 Ibi.d., p. 43.

[

\

16
phenomena by Seashore was an attempt to define and account
for the consonance-dissonance phenomenon.17

To Seashore,

the term consonance subsumes the term interval.
vals are consonances of various ranks.

All inter-

Like Helmholtz

and Stumpf, Seashore conceived consonance-dissonance as a
continuum on which every interval could be located.
Seashore states, "Consonance depends fundamentally
upon the degree of coincidence of sound waves.n18

Although

such a definition clearly suggests that the degree of consonance of each interval is subject to objective measurement
of the physical stimulus of the interva·l, Seashore 1 s
investigations of consonance actually proceed along different lines, primarily by what he refers to as the psychological approach.
The psychological procedure [is one] of
analyzing consonance into its component factors
and the detarmination of degrees of consonance
on the basis of judgments reached in an experimental situation in terms of these factors.19
Seashore's four component factors are:

(1) smooth-

ness, which corresponds to Helmholtz' "absence of beats"
concept, (2) purity, which apparently is somewhat related
to smoothness, in terms of overtone•complex, (3) blending,
1 7seashore, Psychology of Nusic, pp. 125 ff.
18 Ib1d., p. 125.
19Ibid., p. 126.
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by

which Seashore means the effect of two tones' "belonging

tog,ether," and (4) fusion, which corresponds to Stumpfs
concept of singleness of impression.

) ~-c;~t/\
j

On the basis of these four properties, as a subsidiary investigation to Seashore's main activities,
Malberg 20 achieved a ranking of intervals through a test
in which subjects compared each pair of intervals on the
basis of each of the four component factors.
Seashore concludes that:
Consonance-dissonance depends primarily upon two
factors; namely, roughness-smoothnsss and purityrichness. The factor of blending covers both of
these and does not seem to add any new element but
merely represents a point of ·view in the judgment.21
FUsion was disregarded.

"With the recognition that

the classification on the basis of fusion did not correspond with accepted musical classification, this was eliminatE:.d. • • "22

In summary, Seashore finds with Stumpf and Helmholtz
that vertical intervals are located on a consonance-dissonance continuum, their relative locations being dependent
20 C.F. Malmberg, "The Perception of Consonance and

Dissonance," Iow~ State Universi.t_y Studies in Psycho_lqgy,
VII, 1918, pp. 92-fB3.
2 1 seashore, Psycholog:,y of Music, p. 132.
22

Ibid.

\
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upon the pattern of soundwaves compounded of the two con-

I

\

stituent tones.
A more recent statement of this position may be
found in Seashore's In Search of Beauty in Nusic23 and in
Olson's Nusical Engtq~eril}g.24
Nursell

A position opposed to Seashore's is that taken by
Mursell. 25'·
Even if we possessed an account of aural action complete
in every detail, still it could not yield an explanation
of musical phenomena. And the reason is, to reverse
Seashore's dictum, that the mo~t important things in
music are precisely not to be found in the sound wave or
the action of the inner ear.2 6 .
.
Opposing the idea that consonance is related to the
overtone complex of the constituent tones of the interyal,
Mursell states:
• • • to regard the harmonic series as a determiner of
basic musical effects is to fall into a primary psychological error, the error of attempting to explain an
experienced whole in terms of the sum of .its parts.27
Mursell speaks of the vertical interval as a special
2 3seashore, In, Search of Beaut.z in 1.-:usic, pp. 121-26.
24Harry F. Olson~ Husical Engineering, (New York:
McGraw-Hill, Co.~ 19 52) •
25Nursell, QQ.. cit.
2 6 Ibid., p. 52.
27Ibid., p. 81.
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case of the general "interval effect."
Interval effects • • • are among the most remarkable
of all the phenomena of perception. When t"ro tones
sound sim1.1ltanPously, or when one tone is sounded after
another in such a way that the pair together constitute
a ur1it for attention a unique effect is produced. A
new aural individuality is created. And this we call
interval. Of course, there are certain differences
involved when the sounds are successive rather than
simultaneous. Certain elements of the simultaneous
\
experience are eliminated. But the i.nterval relation- .~
ship is s~~ll perceived and still influences the
-p,
response.

\

To Mursell, the interval effect is a product of the
central nervous system.

Where Seashore supposes the inter-

val percept to be of the compound _of the soundwaves of the
constituent tones, Mursell holds that:

"An interval effect

depends upon the selective response of the central nervous
system to the ratio of the frequencies of the constituent
not,es. n 2 9
Furthermore, Mursell specifies the limiting factors
in the perception of the interval effect.

Only those inter-

vals whose ratios are of prime numbers up to·seven and their
lower multiples are recognizable as intervals.
In summarizing the perception of interval effect,
Mursell states:
Interval effects are determined by our perception of
28

rb~d.,
....

81 ' 82
29rbid., p. 82.
pp.

0
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objective relationships among tones. They are not the
products of training, convention, or experience • • •
Characteristic invervallic effect • • • depends on our ; ·
awareness of a relationship between the frequencies of
the components.j
Although Nursell differs in his theories of interval
perception in many ways from Helmholtz, Stumpf and Seashore,
''··'he agrees that, even though "interval effect" is a "new
aural individuality," it is perceived in terms of the constituent tones.

The reason for Mursell's apparent incon-

sistency in identifying the "whole" interval effect in terms
,.,,.,

of the constituent parts, is not clear.
Summary

In summary, the principal theories .of vertical interval perception up to the present time have considered the
vertical interval effect to be the result either of (1)
a compound sound wave formed by the respective sound waves
of the constituent tones, or (2) a psychological act of
comparing in some way, the constituent

tones~

Thus, the

principal theories of vertical interval perception to the
present conceive the interval effect to be the result of a
combination of two elemental tones.
The theories of interval -perception which conceive
the interval in terms of a compound sound wave also suppose

30 Ibid., pp. 96,97.

f

/..i1

Jr
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all vertical intervals to be as points on a line in a
consonance-dissonance continuum.

I

Seashore speaks of such\

a system as a "rank order of the intervals in a consonancedissonance series • • • 11 3 1 Essential to the consonancedissonance continuum idea is that intervals are ranl:ed-no attempt is made to quantify precisely the degree of consonaqce of each interval.
Theories which conceive interval effect as the
result of comparing constituent tones are not concerned
with consonance-dissonance or any other specific properties
of the interval.

Instead, they hold that interval identity

is solely a function of the relationship of the constituent
tones.
is no

Therefore, according to this point of view, there
essential difference between the linear interval

or successive combination of a pair of tones and the vertical
interval or simultaneous combination of the same tones.
chief proponent of this view,

~1rse11,

conceives a ranking

of intervals, not on the consonance-dissonance continuum,
but on a simple-complex ratio continuum.32

31 seashore, In Search of Bea~tz.in M~, p. 122.
32Mursell, OQ. ~i~·
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CHAPTER III
STATEMENT OF THE THEORY
I.

INTRODUCTION

As an introduction to the statement of the Theory of
Property Arrays, the following points, which are derived
from the theories reviewed in Chapter II of the present
study, provide points of departure or contrast.
1. Vertical intervals represent a combination of
elemental or constituent tones.
2. Properties of vertical intervals may be represented
as continua.

3. Vertical intervals are related in terms of their
positions on a property continuum, such as consonancedissonance.
II.

STATEMENT

The Theory of Property Arrays proposes that the perception of vertical intervals depends upon the perception
of the array of properties as a whole as well as upon the
perception of derived properties.

Derived properties are

properties which are displayed by the interval as a whole
and do not pertain to its constituent tones.

The array is

the whole display of derived properties; in other words, the
vertical interval, itself.
The first point at which the Theory of Property
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Arrays departs from conventional theory is in conceiving
the vertical interval in terms other than its constituent
tones.

Rather than describing the vertical interval as a

result of combining two tones, whether as a frequency ratio
or as composite soundwave, the Theory of Property Arrays
describes the vertical interval as, for example, f'roperty A,
Property B, Null Property

c,

Property D.

This description

is not intended to represent a combination or sum of such
properties, but is meantin the same way as one might describe a "tall, thin, young girl."

Such a person is not

thought .of as a combination- of the properties of "tallness, 11
11

youthfulness, 11 "thinness" and "femaleness," but, rather,

such a person displays these properties which derive from
the person as a whole.
The manner in which the identity of each vertical
interval is established may be seen by continuing the analogy
with the tall, thin, young, girl.

All the properties used

to describe the person may be dichotomous; that is, they may
have antitheses.

A completely different person would be

described by the antitheses or null properties "short, fat,
old, and male."

By utilizing those four properties and cor-

responding null properties, a total of sixteen different
persons could be identified.

One might be short, thin, old,

and female, another tall, fat, young, and male, another short,
fat, young and female, and so forth until all sixteen possible
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arrays are stated.

It is the contention of the Theory of

Property Arrays that such a system of property-null property
dichotomies identifies vertical intervals.,
To identify correctly a person on the basis of the
property arrays proposed above, one must be able to perceive
such properties as "tallness," "thinness," "youthfulness,"
and "femaleness". as '\olell as their respective null properties.
However, the individual identity of persons is not as a
catalogue of properties but as a unique array of properties.
Thus, while a person might be accurately described and differentiated from others on the basis of his or her own
peculiar property array, the array, itself, represents his
or her unique identity.

The Theory of Property Arrays holds

that vertical interval identity depends upon the perception
not only of individual property-null property pairs, but of
the unique arrays of such property-null property pairs.
The second major point at which the· Theory of Property Arrays departs from other theories has been indicated
in the analogy above by considering the properties of vertical intervals as dichotomies.

Where other perceptual

theories consider that intervals-may be scaled in terms of
a specific attribute continuum, the Theory of Property
Arrays considers intervals to be categorized in terms of
specific dichotomous attributes.

Thus, when other theories

classify vertical intervals as "more" or "less" the Theory
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of Property Arrays classifies them as "either-property or
null property."
Theory of

Traditional music theory agrees with the

Prope~ty

Arrays as evidenced by the classification

of intervals as consonant or dissonant, and perfect or imperfect.
The third point of departure from other theories is
that, unlike conyentional theories, the Theory of Property
Arrays does not seek to establish intervallic relationships
in terms of relative positions on a property continuum.
Where other theories hold the vertical interval to be a
univariate stimulus, the Theory of Property Arrays holds
the vertical interval to be a multivariate stimulus.
analyzing the patterns of variables

o~

By

property arrays of

the respective intervals, according to the Theory of Property Arrays, it is possible to establish a precise relationship between intervals.

.

The Theory of Property Arrays, then, may be stated
as a sequence of contingent propositions, as follows:
i

( 1 ) A vertical interval is perceived as a gestalt

\!'
~

(2) whose essential characteristics are not related to the \
constituent tones of the interval but to the properties derived from the whole-character of the interval; (3) the
array of such properties identifies each interval individually by (lr) displaying property - null property pairs as a
unique array.
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Thus, the Theory of Property Arrays rests on the
following premises:
I.

II.
III.

The immediate and primary impression of a vertical
interval is of the gestalt rather than of its
constituent tones.
The vertical interval is an array of properties
derived from the gestalt.
The properties derived from the gestalt~~ of vertical intervals are dichotomous and are common to.
all vertical intervals.
In the chapter following, support for these premises

will be drawn from authoritative opinion and experi.mental
data.

However, for the sake of cla_rity, a model will first

be developed to implement and illustrate the Theory of
Property Arrays.
III.

A THEORETICAL MODEL

The Theory of Property Arrays holds, in effect, that
the gestalt of the vertical interval displays certain properties in a unique array.

The discussion which follows

suggests a model for analyzing such arrays.

In this dis-

cussion, the specific properties and corresponding null
properties

postulated.are not intended to be posited as

foundations of the Theory of Properti Arrays.

Instead, they

are meant as "trial" properties, tentatively suggested.
The application of the Theory of Property Arrays may
be best illustrated by devising a system of identification of

·,
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vertical intervals that

w~ll

show at once the specific

character, the unique identity and the relationship with
every other vertical interval.

For this reason a binary

code will be employed in which a given property is syhJ.bolized by the character 1, its null property by 0.
The adoption of the binary code makes it apparent
that only four shared properties and their corresponding
null properties are necessary to establish relationship and
identity.

A one place code provides for identifying two

objects, 1 and 0; a two place code identifies four objects,
11, 10, 01, 00; a three place code identifies 8, 111, 110,
101, 011, 001, 100 and 000.

Since a four place code may

identify as many as sj.xteen different objects and there are
. only twelve vertical intervals utilized in music, the four
extra, unused, coded identities create the redundancy which,
according to Garner,1is essential to meaning in a psychological structure.
It will be evident in the model that certain properties are more recurrent among the arrays of vertical intervals than are their corresponding null properties.

This

slight, but real, differential of probability creates an
uncertainty variable which causes corresponding variability

logi)a~

19 2 •

1Wendell R. Garner, Un_certaintY. of Structure .?S f:sycho.Concepts, ( Ne\v York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc. ,
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in the effective information transmission of each interval,
thereby creating meaningful and measurable relationshj_ps
among intervals.
A Set of Postulated Properties
In the selection of the properties postulated in the
following discussion, the principal basis is traditional
musical usage.

No attempt will be made to identify the

properties in terms of their physical characteristics.
Consonance.
consonance.

The property postulated in Place I is

The customary and traditional meaning of con-·

sonance as found in musical usage and theory is most accurately indicated by identifying specific vertical intervals
which are classed as consonant intervals.

Those intervals

are (1) perfect octave, (2) perfect fifth, (3) perfect
fourth, (4) major third, (5) major sixth, (6) minor third,
and (7) minor sixth. 2 For the purpose intended here, it is
sufficient to accept this identification without attempting
to define the term further.
Perfect.

The null property is dissonance.

The property of being

property to be postulated.

~erfect

is the second

Perfect is defined here as that

property of an interval which prohibits :its expansion or
contraction.

For example, a minor third may be expanded to

2Fercy A. Scholes, ed., The Oxford Companion to Music
9th ed., (New York: Oxford University Press, 1955), p. 522.
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become a major third and still maintain its

11

thirdness,"

but a perfect fifth which becomes a tritone when contracted
and a minor sixth when expanded, loses its essential
ness. 11

11

fifth-

The perfect intervals are the perfect fourth, perfect

fifth, perfect octave and tritone.

The null property is

"imperfect."
, Stabiliiz.

The property postulated for

~lace

III is

stabillli, derived in part from musical usage and in part
from acoustical theory.3

It may be characterized as that

property of a vertical interval which gives the impression
of balance.

The concept of interval stability depends upon

the relative emphasis or importance of one constituent tone
of the interval over the other.

Thus, an interval in which

the lower tone is relatively more important than the upper,
·either by virtue of musical usage or by acoustical theory,
is said to be stable.

The vertical intervals of major and

minor thirds, perfect fifths, perfect octave, and major and
minor sevenths are considered stable.

The null property is

instability.
Majc;>.£.._ness.

The fourth property is inferential. ·An

examination of Table II will show that the interval-pairs,

3paul Hindemith, The Craft of Husical Com:gositj_on.
Vol. I, translated by Otto Ortmann, (New York: Associated
Music Publishers, Inc., 1941), £§SSim.

\
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seconds, thirds, sixths, and sevenths, as well as the perfect octave and perfect fifth are indistinguishable from
each other in the first three places in the code.

The crit-

ical dj_fference bet\veen the intervals in each pair must be
the property represented by place four.

Within each pair

the most immediately discernable difference between the members is that one represents the broader expansion of the
interval·.

For example, the major third is "larger" than the

minor third; the major second is "larger" than the minor
second,

et.~etera.

The distinguishing or critical difference

between the perfect intervals may be similarly conceived.
The perfect octave is "larger" than either.the perfect fifth
or the perfect fourth.
To avoid confusion with ordinary musical usage and
·to convey the idea of "size" merely as a value. differential
between otherwise equal pairs, the term

N~jorness

to identify the property represented by Place IV.
property may be called minorness.

is used
The null
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TABLE II
IDENTIFICATION OF VERTICAL INTERVALS
BASED ON CODED fROFEHTIES

An examination of Table II shows that the structure
of the vertical interval stimulus postulated by the Theory
of Property Arrays does not assume an ordin.al relationship
among intervals.

Instead, the coded identity of each inter-

val represents a nominal relationship.

The assignment of

the character 1 or 0 in each place of the code is on the basis
of whether the interval displays the property or the null
·property represented by that place in the code.

By utilizing

the coded identity of each interval, several groupings of
intervals by like properties are immediately evident.
Eight groups may be formed by considering all consonant intervals one group, all dissonant intervals another,
all perfect intervals another, all imperfect intervals
another, et cetera.

Other groups using a two-property (or
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null property) criterion might be all consonant-perfect
intervals, all dissonant-imperfect intervals, all consonantimperfect intervals, etcetera.

A third type of group would

be formed by a three-property criterion, such as consonantperfect-stable, consonant-imperfect-major, et cetera.
Clearly, as the number of groups increases, the number of members in each group must decrease.

There are eight

imperfect intervals, but only four imperfect-consonant intervals, two imperfect-consonant-stable intervals, and finally, only one imperfect-consonant··Sta ble-maj or interval.
The Theory of Property Arrays establishes four types
of groups or relationships: primary, secondary, tertiary,
and rec:Lprocal.
Pri.P.l~r:x._gro~-ill.·

The primary group of any interval

consists of all those intervals with which the given interval shares three properties or null properties.

.

For example;

a minor second is coded 0000; its primary .group consists of
intervals 0001 (major second), 0010 (minor seventh), 0100
(tritone), and 1000 (minor sixth).

The primary relationship

is symmetrical (0000 is primarily related to 0001, and 0001
is primarily related to 0000), irreflexive (0000 is identical with 0000), and intransitive (0000 is primarily related
to 0001, 0001 is primarily related to 0011, but 0000 is not
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primarily related to 0011).4
Secondary Groups.

Intervals also have secondary re-

lationships, in whi.ch the relationship is based on the
sharing of only two properties or null properties.

For ex-

ample, the secondary group of 0000 (minor second) consists
of 0011 (major seventh), 0101 (no interval), 0110 (no interval), 1010 (minor third), 1100 (perfect fourth), and 1001
(major sixth).

All intervals within the primary group of

any given interval are secondarily related to each other.
Each interval is also in the secondary group of each other
interval in the set.

Secondary relationships are symmet-

{I
i

rical, irreflexive and unlike primary relationships, transitive.
Jertiary Groups.

Tertiary groups consist of inter-

vals that share only one property.

For example, the terti-

ary group of interval 0000 (minor second) includes 0111
(no interval), 1011 (major third), 1101 (no interval), and
1110 (perfect fifth).

Intervals within any given tertiary

group are also secondarily related to each other.

Tertiary

relationships are symmetrical, irreflexive, and intransitive.
Reciprocal Intervals.

The three types of groups,

4warren s. Torgerson, Theory ~~d- Me~hods of Sc~ling,
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,~· 1958),PP• 27,2s-.-
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primary, secondary, and tertiary, indicate the relationship
of any given interval to any other interval except one.
interval has its

11

Each

reciprocal 11 --an interval which is unlike it

in every category or place.

Intervals 0000 (minor second)

and 1111 (perfect octave) are reciprocals ns are intervals
1100 (perfect fourth) and 0011 (major seventh), 0001 . (major
second) and 1110 (per·fe ct fifth), and 1011 (major third) and
0100 (tritone).

'l'he intervals minor seventh, major sixth;

minor third, and minor sixth do not have reciprocal intervals •.
The system of interval relationships developed by
the Theory. of Property Arrays is important'to pedagogy in
several ways.

The concept that ambiguity between two verti-

cal interval stj.muli is· a function of their relationship
·makes possible an, analysis of recognition errors which will
reveal the specific property or properties (or their corresponding null properties) which the student has difficulty in
discriminating.

Presentation order of vertical intervals

mai progress from easily discriminated pairs of intervals to
more difficult pairs, or it may stress types of similarities
of intervals.

In short, the Theory of Property Arrays makes

it possible to

dev~lop

a rati.onal and systematic pedagogical

procedure for training vertical
based on .the

Qerc~ived

interv~l

recognition which is

structure of the vertical interval.

The Theory of Property Arrays, by defining the
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perceptual structure of vertical intervals, also makes
possible the application of information processing and
analyzing procedures developed in the fields of mathematics
and psychology.
The basic concept of what has become knmm as "information theory" was developed by C.E. Shannon,5 a mathematician, and extended to include human activity by Norburt
Wiener.6
The basic concept of information as a quantitative
term identifies information as the reduction of uncertainty.
The customary unit of measure in information theory is the
"bit," a contraction of "binary digit," '\'lhich indicates uncertainty or information in terms of the number of binary
alternative possibilities represented.

For example, if a

two-headed coin is tossed and lands "heads," no information
is transmitted, since the·re was no uncertainty or alternative possibility.

.

However, if an ordinary coin is tossed

and lands "heads," one bit of information is transmitted,
since there is the uncertainty of a possible alternative
that it might land "tails."

5c.s. Shannon, "A Nathematical Theory of Communication,"
Bell .§Y.stem Technical Journal, Vol. XXVII, 19l~9, pp. 379-423,
and pp.6}2-656.
.
6Norburt Wiener, .Qybernetics, (New York:
and Sons, . 1948).

John vliley
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Studies in the field of perceptual psychology have
utilized the concept of the perceptual system as an information processing system.

Among those who have developed

specific applications of information theory to

probl~ms

in

psychology are Fred Attneave7 and Wendell R. Garner.8
Previous attempts to utilize information theory concepts in music have been principally concerned with the
melodic aspect,9 since no rationale had been developed to
analyze the information content of the harmonic aspect.
The Theory of Property Arrays, however, develops an analysis
of the perceptual structure of the vertical interval in terms
of the number of bits (binary digits, the basic measure of
information) of information transmitted by the vertical interval.

On the basis of this analysis, other analytical studies

of specific musical structures (compositions) and the amount
of information they transmit may be made.

Until this devel-

opment by the Theory of Property Arrays, s'uch analyses were
confined to melodic considerations or based on mathematically

7Fred Attneave, Applications 9f Inforffiation Theory to
.fsychology, (New York: Henry Holt and Co.;. 1959).•
8
~vendell R. Garner, .Q12.• cit.
9R.C. Pinkerton, "Information Theory and Nelody,"
Scientific American CXCIV (2), 1956, pp. 77-86.
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derived harmonic structures.10
Specific recommendations for the application of the
Theory of Property Arrays in both areas, pedagogy and
analysis, will be given in the final chapter of this study.
IV.

SUMNARY

The Theory of Property Arrays, which is proposed
for the first time in the present study, varies from the
theories of Helmholtz, Stumpf, Seashore, Vlatt, Hursell,
and others mentioned in the previous chapter in the following points:

(1) All previously formulated theories con-

ceive the vertical interval as a combination of two different tones.

The Theory of Property Arrays holds that

individual tones, even though they may be produced sep_arately, are differentiations of vertical intervals.

In

other words, intervals do not exist as combined tones but
tones exist as differentiated parts of intervals.
(2) All previously formulated theories conceive vertical
intervals in terms of continua upon which they represent
points.

Helmholtz and Seashore rank vertical intervals as

points on a consonance-dissonance continuum; Mursell ranks
10A specific example of the use of information theory
in musical analysis may be found in Leonard B. Heyer, "Meaning
in Music and Information Theory," Jo11rnal of Aesthetics, Vol.
xv, 1957, pp. 412-424.
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intervals on the basis of a simple-complex ratio continuum;
Stumpf ranks intervals on a fused-non-fused continuum; Watt
ranks intervals on a large-small volume continuum.

The

Theory of Property Arrays conceives vertical intervals as
unique arrays of dichotomous properties shared by all intervals.

Thus, the conventional consonance-dissonance contin-

uum, for example, is held by the Theory of Property Arrays
to be a property-null property pair or a dichotomy.

Where

conventional theory ranks intervals according to the degree
of consonance of its lack, the Theory of Property Arrays
.categorizes intervals as "consonant" or "non-consonant"
(dissonant).

(3) Helmholtz and Seashore relate vertical intervals in
terms of degree of consonance; Nursell relates intervals in
terms of simplicity of the ratio of the respective frequencies of the constituent tones; Watt, utilizing the halfstep as a basic unit of measure, precisely quantifies the
relationship of intervals in terms of size.

In contrast to

these postulated relationships, the Theory of Property

Arra~

relates intervals in terms of the similarity of their respective array of properties.

PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS
I.

RELATIONSHIP TO PHEVIOUS THEORIES

Agreeing '\vi th Hursell, the Theory of Property Arrays
holds that the vertical interval is a "new aural individuality"1--a. gestalt.

Agreeing with Seashore, the Theory of

Property Arrays holds that the vertical interval displays
an array of properties by which it can be classified.2
The Theory of Property Arrays differs from Mursell
in two ways:

(1) Mursell attributes the effect of interval

to an integrating activity of the central nervous system;

the two tones are sensed by the auditory system, then related by the brain.

The Theory of Property Arrays contends

that the two tones are sensed initially by the auditory
system as the interval, and differentiated.into two constituend tones.

(2) Mursell conceives the identity of the verti-

cal interval to be a function of the relationship of two

tones.4

The Theory of Property Arrays conceives the
1Mursell, Qll• cit., pp. 81,82.
2seashore, Psycholg_gy ot: Music, p. 126.
3Hursell,

..QP.•

.Q.it., pp. 52-97.

4Mursell, QQ. cit., pp. 96,97.
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identity of the vertical interval to be a function of the
property array.
The Theory of Property Arrays differs from Seashore
regarding the manner in which properties of intervals are
conceived and the way in which intervals are related.

To

Seashore, interval properties are continua;5 the Theory
of Property Arrays conceives properties as dichotomies.
Seashore ranks intervals according to their

~espective

de-

grees of various properties;6 the Theory of Property Arrays
groups intervals according to primary, secondary_and tertiary relationships based on similar property arrays.

II.
Jhe

GiQ~on

PRINCIPAL PSYCHOLOGICAL ORIENTATION

ijY.QJLtbesis

Gibson's basic hypothesis of perception might ,.,ell
serve as a general statement of which the Theory of Property
Arrays is a particular application.
The explicit hypothesis is that Lor everv aspect o~
property of the nhenomenal ~orld of an individual in
·ton tact vri th his environment, hmvever su."Q:tle, there is
a variable of the energy flux at hJs recentors, however
complex,_ with which the_JLhen...q_menal Pt.operty wou~d correspond if ~Rsychological ex~eriment could be performed.7

5seashore, Psycholo__gz of Music, pp. 1"25ff.
6Ibiq., p, 126.
7Gibson, 9~· 9it., p. 465.
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Gibson describes perception as a function of stimulation and stimulation as a function of the environment.

He

defines stimulation as "the kinde and variables of physical
energies in the environment, to which the sense organs of the
individual vrill respond. 118 Because of the central position
the concept of stimulation occupies in perceptual theory,
Gibson has elaborated this definition, paraphrased as
follovTS:
1.

Stimulation is always energy.

2. · Stimulation should not be confused with excitation.

Stimulation has reference bacbvard to the environment and
excitation has reference forward to the organism.

3.

Stimulation for the animal is not the same as stimu-

lation for a cell.

This concept of perception is concerned

. with the energy that excites a mosaic of cells, not that
which excites a single cell.

4.

The stimulus is not a replica of the object perceived.9
The Gibson theory of perception has been outlined ·

here to provide a general statement of psychological theory
toward which the Theory of Property Arrays is oriented.

Of

particular significance to pedagogy is Gibson's concept of
perceptual learning as a process of increasing discrimination

8Ibid., p. 471
9Ibid.
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of stimulus variables, 10 since the pedagogy suggested by the
Theory of Property Arrays involves a systematic study of
such variables.
II.

SUP!-ORT FOR fREHISES

In the following review of literature related to the
Theory of Property Arrays support will be offered for the
three premises stated first in Chapter III.
1.

The immediate and primary impression of a vertical

interval is of the gestalt rather than of its constituent
tpnes.
2~

The vertical interval is an array of properties

derived from the £estalt.

3.

The

prop~ties

derived from the gestalten of vertical

intervals are dichotomous and are common to all vertical
intervals.
0

Each of these premises has
be considered.

which should

The first premise presupposes that a

itself can act as a stimulus.
the

implica~ions

~talt

Although some authorities see

~talt

as a function of the organism, others see it as

a stimulus.

Gibson, in a survey of authorities on the sub-

ject of the stimulus, finds them divided on the question.

10Gibson and Gibson, QQ. cit.

11

1/hen is a patt§l'n or ..L~_lation to be considered a single

sti.mulus and when~ number of separate sttmuli?"11 Gibson's
hypothesis accepts the gestalt as a potential stimulus.
The second premise implies that properties are a
function of the whole-character of the interval and, therefore, if the observable properties or property array varies,
the interval varies accordingly.
~em

Torgerson, defining sys-

and property, states:
The relation of system to property is an intimate one.·.
Properties are essentially the observable aspects or
characteristics of the empirical world. Whenever we define or denote a property, it always seems to be a property of something. For this something, we use the term
sxstem. Thus, properties, where they occur, occur as
aspects or characteristics of systems. To make the circle
complete, we might define a particular system as roughly
that which possess such and so properties. ·
Systems thus include the objects and things of ordinary experience, such as flowers, houses 1 sheets of paper, persons, and shot-filled bottles •. ~ystems also
include, hor1ever, such "things 11 as spots of light, tones,
electrons, genes, and waves. Properties, on the other
hand, are the observables. Here, we might mention weight,
length, width, color, and thickness as examples of properties of a sheet of paper; pitch and loudness as properties of a tone; and mass and charge as properties of
an electron.
While this distinction . between systems and their
properties is perhaps obvious 1 it is nevertheless an important distinction. It is or special importance here
because of the fact that it is always the properties that
are measured and not the systems themselves. Measurement
is always measurement of a property and never measurement
of a system.
This, too, would seem obvious. Consider the system-

11 J. J. Gibson, "The Concept of the Stimulus in
Psychology," ,t\.merican rsychologist, XV, pp. 694-703.

~

t
i
i
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construct "book" and the property-construets "weight'' and
thickness. 11 The book itself can never be measured. The
weight of the book, or its thickness, can. Similarly,
electrons, mass points, individuals, cultures, and chromosomes are immeasurable by their very nature. Each, however, possesses properties that perhaps can be measured.12
11

The third premise, that certain properties of intervals are dichotomous does not mean that all interval properties are dichotomous,. but refers only to certain properties
which are common to all intervals.

Labelling such properties

dichotomous does not mean that gradation within each section
of the dichotomy does not exist.

Rather, the dichotomous

properties of vertical intervals ar·e conceived much as is
right and left handedness.

Individuals vary in the degree

with which they are able to use either hand.

Some are ex-

clusively right handed, some are exclusively left handed, some
are ambidextrous; none are right and left handed, since each
category refers to the dominant hand.

Thus, some int,.e_r:yals \

are consonance and some are dissonant and s.ome are "in between,n but none are both consonant and dissonant.

The

Theory of Property Arrays contertlsthat all intervals can be
categorized as consonant or not, perfect or not, stable or
not and major or not, although some may be more consonant or
more stable than others.

For identification or recognition,

such magnitqde estimations of properties are unnecessary.
Support for these premises will be derived from
12Torgerson,

QQ.

ctt., p. 9.
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authoritative statements and experimental data.
Statements from_illd.:!ill.orities
Confirmation for the £.§Sta1.1 concept is found in the
philosophical attitude of Susanne K. Langer •
• • • the idea that a relatively simple part of a complex
phenomenon might not be one of its primitive factors,
but might be a product of progressive simplification,
goes against our methodological canons. Ever since
Thomas Hobbs set up the so-called genetic method of understanding, we have believed that the simplest concepts
into l>Thich 'YTe could break down our ideas of a complex
phenomenon denoted the actual elements of that phenomenon, the factors out of which it \>las his torical.ly compounded. Locke's construction of human experience from
pure and simple sense data, Condillac's fancied statue
endowed with one form of perception after another, and
in our own time Bertrand Russell's 'logical atomism,'
all rest on this belief. But close ~mpirical study of
vital processes in nature does not bear it out. A great
many adva.nced behavior patterns llr.§. elaborations of
simpler responses, but some are simplifications of very
complicated earlier forms of action.13
.
.A Pioneer American proponent of the· gestalt school of
psychology, was Raymond H. Wheeler.

In his book,

Th~ ~~~

of lill!!!Slll Natur.e he makes several statements which are relevant to the present study.
LAW OF FIELD FROPERTIES. The first of these laws of
dynamics, as we propos-3d them, is the law of fielq proQ.Elrties. This is the principle that any item of reality
is in its own right an integrated whole that is more
than the sum of its parts; it possesses properties not
characteristic of its parts.1 4

13susanne K Langer, "Speculations on the Origins of
Speech," Fhil_osophical Sketches, (Baltimore, Nd.: The
Johns Hopkins l-ress~. 1964),pp. 35, 36 •
. 14Raymond H. vJheeler, The L~l'@. 9( ,Huma~ Natu_:r.§..,
(London: Nisbet and Co., Ltd.,- 1931),p. 71.
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The statement that

11

any item of reality is • • • an

integrated whole, 11 supports the proposj_tion that vertical
interval properties derive from the

g_~s.ta~-~.

Confirming opinion j_s contributed by Stephen C~ Pepper.
The analysis of an event into elements is, accordingly,
a descriptive linguistic device for operational conven~
ience in formulating statements for the manipulation
and control of events. An event is not literally composed of elements, even though it may be properly described as a configuration of discriminated analytical
properties. The properties into which it is analyzed
for any purpose has references to other events in the
context of the event analytically described.
The stressing of this point would seem to foredoom
the neural-identity theory offered in the present paper.
But when taken in conjunction with another typical contextualistic category, it presents a solution. The
other category is that of fusion. The quality of
immediate experience 'had' in any event by a perceiving
organism is described by contextualists as a fusion
of the contextual properties of the event. An event,
then, ·which may be analyzed as a complex configuration
of properties may a·lso be intuited as a simple fused
quality. To offer just one example," a music chord like
the tonic triad may by a discrj.mina ting ear be heard
analytically as the simultaneous occurrence in perception of three distinct tones. With a shift of attitude it can also.be heard as the fusion of these three
tones in the unique single quality of the chord. 1 ?
Is a vertical interval a _g_estal t?

Farnsv10rth implies

affirmation in the following statement.
It goes almost without saying that each {vertical]
interval has its own distinctive quale, the psycho
logical characteristics by which it is recognized. 16
1 5stephen C. Pepper, "A Neural-Identity Theory of
Mind," Dimen~ons of Hind, ed. Sidney_Hook, (New York:
Collier Books,. 1961},pp. 58, 59.
16 Farns\vo:rth, .9..P.· cit., p. 36 •..

If properties derive from the vrhole, then such properties are not functions of the organism, but are functions
of the stimulus--the whole.

Thus, vertical interval per-

ception does not, contrary to Nursell's statement, "depend
on our awareness of a relationship between the frequencies
of the components. 111 7

Rather, interval perception, accor-

ding to the Theory of Property Arrays, depends on the ability to discriminate properties of the interval.

This is

further confirmed by Pep9er.
Therefore, a hypothesis that could start with the
data of psychophysical parallelism and institute a
contact of neural process with data of immediacy,
should be welcome.
Our hypothesis, accepting the data, .institutes this
contact. The neural processes as the objects of the
physiologist's observations and descriptions are in our
hypothesis identical with the qualitative i~nediacies
which arrsthe object of the subject's introspective
reports.
.
Fron the concept that properties are derived from the
whole, it may be assumed, conversely, that as those properties vary in sensory effect, the whole-character varies.
Constancy of form or identity as well as transformation or
. change, then, is related to the specific stimulation.
A configuration, is composed, then, of energy differentiated into alignments of stresses. Structurization
means that the whole possesses a form or gestalt of its
1
7Hursell,
18

.QQ.

~epper, Q£•

£i:t.•,

p. 96.

cit., p.

51.

'
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own. The form may remain constant '\vhile the parts vary,
if the total balance of the parts remains the same.19
In relating neural excitation to stimulus properties
Pepper states:
The sensation quality of red is stimulated by the
surface of an environmental object selecting for reflection a limited range of electromagnetic vj_brations .
• • • The introspective quality of gray will be 8ifferent from that correlated with the quality red. 2
In developing his theory of perception as a functj_on
of stimulation, Gibson qualifies stimulus properties as
variables of the stimulus.
The theory to be presented suggests that perception is
a function of stimulation. More exactly, it asserts
that there is always some discoverable variable in
stimulation--in the flowing array of energy at the
sense organs of an animal--which determines the character of the perceptual process aroused by it. This
variable \<rill usually prove to be one of higher order
variables than are the variables hitherto studied by
sensory physiologists, but it is called a stimulus because it is taken to cause perception in the same way
that more familiar stimuli are experimentally known to
cause sensation • • • If the properties of objects specify the variables of stimulation and these in turn
specify the qualities of perception, then percepts vlill
be univocally related to objects wi~~in the limits of
the combined levels of specificity.
·
Summing up the concept that perception is a function
of stimulation, Hochberg states:
19Wheeler, Q2• cit., p. 90.

20Pepper, QQ• cit., p. 57.
21 Gibson, "Perception as a Function of Stimulation,"

pp. 458, 459 •.

Whenever observers agree about what they see, the
following must be true. No matter how complicated
the stimulus is and no matter how great the effects
of past experience (and of other unknown factors),
there J1lUS..:t..l2..~..2.QI!l.§ discover a_b 1 €..J.?§.Y_9ho). o g_i ca 1~le!:_
tionshiu betvree_!l__~b& obj~.cts. vie\Aled §ll.Cl_~he perc_§J?_tions th..§.:L_result. If there were nothing in the stimulus pattern to govern the response, there obviously
could be no ~greement (except by chance) among oservers. If combining two stimuli changes their appearance, then there must be something about the combination itself v1hich elicits that change. That is, in
addition to the local nhysical characteristics of
each stimulus, the ,;relattonsh:!:J2. between them may be
an important variable. A relationship that exists
between i~~ividual measures is called a h~gper-order:
variable.
·
The concept of dichotomous properties is a common
one.

Ordinary conceptualizations include many such anti-

thetical pairs of properties;
hot~cold,.

et cetera.

rough-smooth; sweet-sour,

In conceptualizing properties in music,

similar dichotomies may be observed, notably
"dissonance.

consonance~

Support for the proposj.tion that oertain pro-

perties derived from vertical intervals are dichotomous and
are common to all vertical intervals is found in the following statement from Schoen:

11

\\lhen two or more tones of the

scale are sounded simultaneously they make either a consonance
.

,

or a dissonance."23
22 Julian E. Hochberg, Fercep_:tion, (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961+), p. 74.
23Max Schoen, The .f}ychol.Q.gy of Music, (New York:
The Ronald Press Co., 1940 , p. 47.
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Additional confirmation for the concept of dichotomous properties comes from Lundin.
When tones are played together, we may judge them as
consonant or dissonant. We ask ourselves, then, what
does this mean? Why do some tonal combinations sound
consonant and others dissonant: What aspect of the L
stimulus and response give rise to these judgments?2~
Experimental Data
Although none of the experimental or speculative
studies ip the follmving review was specifically designed
to test the premises stated above, each one offers some
supporting evidence, either direct or inferential.

In the·

discussion of each study which follows, the relevance of
each study to the three stated premises will be delineated.
The studies reviewed here were selected because (1)
the content of each relates to one or more of the psychological propositions stated above, and (2) because each represents a different type of research procedure.
The first study reviewed is an exploratory investigation by Pratt which consists of a series of experiments in
the perception of vertical intervals.25

The second study,

by Razran, is a learning study, involving classical
24 Lundin, An Objective Psychology of Music, p. 82.
2 5c.c. Pratt, "Some Qualitative Aspects of Bitonal
Complexes," American Journal of Psychology, 1921, XXXII,
pp. 490-515.
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conditioning procedures. 26

A different type of learning

study by Madison in which subjects were trained in interval
recognition is reviewed next.27

The Pitts and Nc Culloch

study is a speculative study of neural processes which seeks
to account for chord and interval quality on the basis of
neurological activity. 28 Following the psychophysical parallelism approach of Pitts and 11cCulloch is the study by
Boomsliter and Creel which inquires into the nature of the
stimulus of the vertical interva1.29

From the area of vis-

ual perception, the study by Gibson, Purdy and Lawrence is
reviewed because it demonstrates the possibility of inducing
a perception by synthesizing the property array, creating

--------

26 Gregory H.S. Razran, "Studies in Configural Conditioning VII: Ratios and Elements in Salivary Conditioning to
Various Nusical Intervals," The Psychological RecorQ., II,
No. 15, (1938), pp. 370-6.
27Thurbert Hall Madison, "Interval·Discrimination as
a Measure of Musical Aptitude, 11 Archives.of Psychology,
XXXVIII, No. 268 (June, 1942), pp. )-99.
s.\·1. Pitts and ~v.s. McCulloch, "How We know Universals; The Perception of Auditory and Visual Forms," Bulletin of Mathem~tical Biophysics, IX, 127-47. The present
study has drawn upon the detailed account of the Fitts and
McCulloch w~rk found in Floyd H. Allport, Theories of Perception and the Conce3t of Structure (New York: John Wiley
and Sons~ : 1"955) ,pp. 02-10,
29Paul Boomsli ter and Warren Creel, ''The Long Pattern
Hypothesis in Harmony and Rearing," Journal of Music Theory,
II, April 1961, pp. 2-47.
28
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the perceptual effect of substance where none exists.30
Pratt.

An experimental attempt to describe each ver-

tical interval in terms of quality and relative rank within
qualitative categories was made by Pratt in the final experiment of a series of experiments dealing with vertical
intervals.3 1 Pratt's first experiment in the series was
conducted "to determine roughly the rank order of degrees
of fusion • • • on the basis of rapidity of analysis • • • "32
The five subjects (Pratt refers to them as "observers")
who took part in the experiment were told that they would
hear a series of stimuli which would consist of single tones
and of two-note complexes in mixed random order.
lus duration was

.5

seconds.

Each stimu-

The task of each subject was

to press a key as soon as he had determined whether the
stimulus presented was a single tone or a two-note complex.
Before the next stimulus was produced he stated whether, in
his judgment, the stimulus was one tone, two tones, or
whether he was uncertain.
Proceeding on the uncritical assumption that degrees
of fusion are inversely proportional to rapidity of

30J.J. Gibson, J. Purdy, and L. Lavrrence, "A Method of
Controlling Stimulation for the Study of Space Perception:
The 09tical Tunnel," Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1955,
L, pp. 1-14.

3 1Pratt, "Some Qualitative Aspects of Bitonal Complexes"
32 Ibid., p. 492.
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.analysis a scale of degrees of fusion was calculated
from the reaction times of each o. The rank orders
thus obtained were utilized in the next step of the
preliminary experiments.33
The next step was to combine those vertical intervals
which were highest on the scale of fusion into v1hat Pratt
called triads, by which he meant merely a three-note complex or combination.

Pratt's use of the term "triad" and

the examples he gives (e.g., d-gb_a) are logical in a general sense, but incorrect in the sense of traditional musical
usage.
In this experiment, the

subj~cts

followed the same

procedure as in the first, except that they indicated a
choice between "two-note" and "three-note" combinations.
This experiment proved unsuccessful, due to the subjects'
inability to judge accurately and their greatly extended
reaction time.
The third experiment in the series involved a comparison of pairs of intervals.

Each type of interval was·

compared with every other taype a total of six times.

The

instructions were "to compare the two impressions with
respect only to degrees· of uni tariness. • • n3 4 The purpose
of the experiment was to confirm, by a different procedure,

33rbid.
3l1-Ibid., p. 493.

the rank order of fusion developed in the first experiment.
However, Pratt reports:
These instructions proved to be highly equivocal for
all .~§., for they soon discovered that the meaning of
uni tariness might be carried by quite differ~nt ·sensory
data present in the total tonal impression.35
The senS::! of equivocation regarding the comparison
of vertical intervals led to the final experiment of the
series.

Determining that the source of confusion lay in the

fact that unitariness might result from various qualitative
impressions, Pratt designed an experiment to rank vertical
intervals according to these qualities.
The qualitative aspects of the vertical interval which
emerged from Pratt's experiments were characterized as
smoothness-roughness, simplicity-complexity, pleasantnessunpleasantness, volume and horrisonorousness.
Utilizing these qualities as descriptive terms, Pratt
concludes with a characterization of each"vertical interval.
Pratt's experiments offer evidence to support the
psychological premises upon which the Theory of Property
Arrays is ·based.
In the course of his investigations, Pratt consistently
regarded the vertical interval as a gestalt capable of
playing a number of qualitative aspects.

35Ibid.

In seeking to

di~
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ascertain the qualitative factors of each vertical interval,
Pratt implicitly assumes that each interval displays some
degree of unitariness.

The sensory impression of unitari-

ness is partitioned into properties which Pratt calls
"qualitative aspects."
The general agreement among the subjects in Pratt's
investigation concerning the qualitative aspects of vertical
intervals is substantial in that the ranking of each interval according to each qualitative aspect Pratt reports to
be similar from subject to subject.

The implication of this

agreement is that such qualities, or properties, are not
functj.ons of the individual but of the stimulus.

A reason-

able inference is that if the subjects reported substantially
similar evaluations of the vertical intervals, the stimulus
of the interval represented substantially the same characteristic whole-character to each subject. ·
The proposition that certain properties of vertical
intervals are dichotomous is also given
Pratt's investigation.

a~ple

support by ·

With the exception of "horrison-

orousness11 and 11 volume" every qualitative aspect described by
Pratt and identified by the subjects is characterized as a
dichotomy:

smoothness-roughness, simplicity-complexity,

pleasantness-unpleasantness.

The ability of the subjects to

evaluate and rank intervals on the basis of either quality
represented in the dichotomy is evidence that both the
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property and the corresponding null property are perceptually
meaningful.
For example, in describing the qualitative aspects of
the minor second, Pratt states:
'roughest• of all.

"This interval is the

Under an affective determination of the

'smooth' type it is the most unpleasant."36
Razran.

As a part of his extensive experimental

investigation of classical conditioning, Razran conditioned·
four human subjects to salivate to the aural stimuli of vertical intervals.37

Each subject was conditioned by a sched-

ule of feeding to salivate to any one of his assigned set of
three different intervals, each set designed to contain one
interval whose constituent tones form a simple vibration
ratio, one "complex" interval a.nd one "intermediate" inter-·
val.

The aural stimuli were produced by a harmonium tuned

to the tempered scale.
The results of the experiment indicated that vertical
intervals whose constituent tones form a complex vibration
ratio required the most conditioning.

However, once con-

ditioning· had been accomplished, transposition of those
intervals to different pitch levels had little effect on
36

Ibid., p. 514.

37 Razran, .2.2.· cit.
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response.

Similarly, response to complex intervals was

found to be more resistant to extinction.
The Razran study is significant in that with empirical evidence that vertical intervals elicit responses as
gesj;alt§.!l, it supports the premise that intervals are pElrceived

11

vrhole, 11 not as tonal combinations or relationships.

The finding that transposition had little effect on the response indicates that the response is not related to the
constituent tones which become altered when transposed, but
is elicited by the

~estalt

or property array, which remains

virtually constant regardless of pitch level.
A second significant result of the Razran study is
the indication that qualities or properties, in themselves,
affect response.

The finding that subjects demonstrated

similar patterns of conditioning, requiring the most conditioningto the most complex interval in their respective sets,
suggests that the property of complexity, in itself, was a
meanlngful variable of the stimuli.

The same evidence sup-

ports the idea that properties are a function of the stimulus.

Although the small number of subjects involved in the

Razran study should be acknowledge as a possible source of
weakness in the evidence, to consider the similarity of
conditioning patterns among the subjects as coincidence is
to reject the simpler explanation that some characteristic
or property, such as what Razran terms complexity, was
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displayed by each stimulus and affected responses in similar
ways.
Madison.

A different approach to experimental

learning is found in a study by Madison.38

The Madison study

is of particular relevance to the present study because it
deals, in part, with the relationship of linear intervals
to vertical intervals.

The present study is indebted to

the Madison study for suggesting an approach to vertical
interval recognition which led to the concept of the vertical
interval as a property array.
Madison's study was concerned with the effects of·
training an interval recognition.

The investigation followed

the pattern pre-training test, training, post-training test.
The subjects involved were thirty-seven seventh-grade students.
Preliminary to the pre-training test, six examples of octaves
as vertical intervals were played on a small portable organ.
These were reproduced vocally as linear intervals by the
subjects in order to familiarize them with the interval.
In the pre-training

t~st

four groups of ten vertical

intervals each were played and the subjects indicated whether
each was the octave or some other interval.

Ten of the total

of forty were octaves.
Training consisted of exercises or drills in which the
38Madison, .QQ. cit.
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vertical interval was presented, the subjects vocalized
the interval's constituent tones as a linear interval, after
which they attempted to identify the interval.

After each

sequenc.e of presentation, vocalization and identifj.cation,
the subjects were given the correct answer.
The results obtained by comparing a post-training
test score with the pre -traj.ning test score reveale.d:
• • • the rather disquieting fact that while there
seemed to be an improvement on some intervals, there
was relatively little difference on at least six intervals, and noticeable loss on the part of one.39
The results of Madison's test are given in terms of
the distance in half-steps between the octave and the vertical i.nterval actually played.

The subjects accepted the

major sixth as an octave three out of every ten times it
was presented, \<rhich was indicated as an error of three
half-steps.
Pitch distance, therefore, appears not to be the sole
factor in such discrimination, for if it were we should
expect errors of increase as the pitch distance of tne
interval approached the octave. Almost the reverse is
true in these data, suggesting that interval discrimination might be acco~8lished more through recognition of
quality differences.
.
The evidence offered in the Madison study supports
the proposition that the vertical interval is a gestalt,.

39rbid., p. 29.
40 Ibid.
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When the vertical interval was practiced as a linear interval, no improvement was made in vertical interval recogniti6n.
In other words, \<Then the "parts of the whole" were at tended
separately, the identity of the

11

\<Thole 11 vias not thereby

established.
Support for the premise that intervals are property
arrays is implied in Hadison's conclusion that "interval
discrimination might be accomplished more through recognition of quality differences. n4 1
Pitts and McCulloch.

In the Pratt, Razran and

Madison studies reviewed above, the evidence indicates the
essential nature of the vertical interval is to found in the
gestalt.

However, no consideration was made in the afore-

mentioned studies to the psychophysical processes by which
the g§Stalt is perceived.
In other studies, theoretical speculation has sought

.

to account for the perception of vertical intervals in terms
of neurological systems which parallel the physical characteristics of the stimulus.

Notable among speculative studies

in this vein is that by Pitts and McCulloch.42

The musical

problem with which the study is concerned is that of chord
41 Ibid.
42fitts and McCulloch, QQ. cit.
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quality and the transposition phenomenon.

As Razran noted,

in the study reviewed previously in this chapter, changing
· the level of the pitch of the constituent tones of an interval does not alter the effect of the interval, providing
that the same degree of transposition is applied to both
tones.
Figure 1 shows a hypothetical schematic diagram which
illustrates the psychophysical parallelism of the theory.
The

~itts-McCulloch

model hypothesizes that the auditory

cortical network necessary to perceive chord or vertical interval quality and linear interval pitch-patterns with a
constancy of form regardless of pitch level, requires nerve
cells that fire only when they receive impulses both from
specific auditory fibers relaying impulses from the ear,
and from associative fibers interconnecting the various cells
and coordinating

the~r

action.

Thus, one set of fibers

relays the impulses represented by the

.

co~stituent

pitches

of the chord or interval \tThile another set "alerts" the
proper

"layers" of cells.

'11 he coordinated firing of both

sets of fibers makes the form of the chord or interval constant.

The successive alertings necessary to the perceptual

process are accomplished by a scanning mechanism or sweep
which produces pulsations along the associative fibers, thus
alerting the receptive cells successively.

Because one-tenth

of a second is approximately the minimal time for perceiving
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3. Hypothetical diagram of .,.cortical neural network im~olvcd in hearing a chord independently of pitch. Impulses of some chord enter slantwise
along the specific affcrcnts, marked by plu~ses, and ascend until they reach the
level i\[a in the columns o.f the receptive lay('r nctivall'd at the IIIOillCnt by tl1e
non-specific alfcrcnts. These provide sunmmtion adc<pmte to pcnuit the ilnpulses
to enter that level but no other. From there the impulses desceml aloug colum11s
to the depth. The level in the column, facilitated by the non-specific afferents,
moves repetitively up and down, so that the excitement delivered to the depths
moves uniformly back and forth as if the sounds moved up and down together in
pitch, preserving int<'fvals. In the Jeep t•olumns vmious combinations are made
of the excitation and arc averaged during a cycle of scausion to produce results
depending only on the chord. (From W. Pitts and \V, S. ~lcCulloeh, "How We
Know Universals: The Perception of Auditory and Visual Forms," Bulletin of
Mathematical Biophysics, 1947, 9, 132. University of Chicago Press. · By permission of the authors, editor, and publishers. L<•gend is hy the authors; title of
- ·. --- ............ flgmc atltlcd hy lhc prcSCIIt Writer.)
. . ---.
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FIGURE 1
HYPOTHETICAL DIAGRAM OF CORTICAL NEURAL NETWORK
INVOLYED.IN HEARING A CHORD INDEPENDENTLY OF PITCH
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chord independent of pi tch1+3 it is assumed, in this model,
that the sweep or scanning mechanism makes the full circuit
in this elapsed time.

Because the alpha rpythm of the brain

also utilizes a period of about this duration, it is assumed
to be the pulsating sweep hypothesized in the Fitts-McCulloch
model.
Because all the psychological propositions upon which
tlie

The~ry

of Property Arrays is based imply a psychophysi-

cal correspondence between the stimulus of the vertical
interval and the perceiver, the chief significance of the
Pitts and McCulloch study is that it offers a hypothetical
model which may explain the basic phenomena of quality and
transposability of vertical intervals in terms of constancy
of form.

Certain aspects of the Pitts-HcCulloch model sug-

gest that the neural mechanism which is responsible for
determining the quality or "pure chord experience" computes
the information supplied over the period or cycle of the
alpha rhxthm to arrive at a sensation of constancy of form
or transformation.

It might be inferred that the sensory

information thus computed corresponds to the variables of the
stimulus which represent perceived properties.·
Boomsliter and Creel

43H. Van F'oerster (ed.) Cybernetics (New York:
Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation;. 1950),PP· 27ff.
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Another speculative study which suggests psychophysical parallelism is that of Boomsli ter and Creel. 4l~

The

premise of the study, called the "Long Pattern Hypothests",
is that vertical intervals

r~present

rather than vibration ratios.

temporal patterns

Boomsliter and Creel speci-

fically deny that vertical interval identtty is "determined
by our perception of objective relationships among tones,"
as Mursell states. 4 5. The Long pattern is a composite or
compound of the constituent tones which obscures the individuality of each tone.

However, the Long Pattern is not the

same type of composite or compound that Seashore conceives.
Seashore 1 s pattern represents the pattern:of the coinciding
soundwaves; 4·6 the pattern to \vhich the Boomsli ter and Creel
term refers is the .compound or composite pattern formed by
the respective sine waves of the constituent tones of the
vertical interval.
Basic to the Long Pattern

Hypothes~s,

with Pitts and NcCulloch, is the premise that

in agreement
11

auditory per-

ception cannot be understood as instantaneous, but involves
processes of neural organization that take place through an

1;.4Boomsliter and Creel, .Q.Il•. ctt,.

45Mursell,

.QQ. cit., p. 96.

46 seashore, Psycpolo_gy of lftuslc, p. 125.
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interval of time. 11 47
In the vertical tnterval of the perfect fifth, whose
constituent tones form a ratio of 3/2, the common long
pattern is a .Q_nEJ. to which both the

Jhl~€2.

and the _tyro relate •.

This may in fact be physiologically marked by coinciding nerve impulses originating from tm two stimuli
synchronizing at every th~~d wave of one and every
second wave of the other.~b
Aside from offering affirmation to propositions that
vertical intervals present an aural

ges~qlt

and that proper-

ties attributed to the stimulus are functions of the stimulus, the Boomsliter and Creel

hypo~hesis

offers a scheme for

representing the vertical interval in linear terms that do
not destroy the ,gestalt.

Although no attempt is made in the

Boomsliter and Creel study to develop the concept of the vertical interval as linear information it may be inferred that
the temporal pattern contained in the auditory signal of
the vertical interval is the linear information which the
computer of the Fitts-McCulloch model utilizes to determine
chord and interval quality.

Since the "Long Pattern" con-

sists of clearly defined events in time it can be represented
as information in the form of a code which is communicable
to the auditory cortical network postulated by Pitts and

, 47Boomsliter and Creel,
48
Ibid., p. 5.

.Ql?_.

cit., p. 4.
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HcCulloch.
Gi bsQ.!.h..._f._y]'_dy and_ Lawrence.

If a stimulus property

is derived from the stimulus, it is a variable of the stimulus, a function of the stimulus, and it repre$ents a _configural pattern of neural excitation which corresponds with the
introspected property.

Regardless of the method of excita-

tion, if the configural pattern of neural activity vrhich
represents a specific property is induced, the resultant
percept will be of the
ration.

prop~rty

represented by the configu-

In an experimental study in visual perception,

Gibson, Lawrence and Purdy synthetically induced the property
of substance by manipulating a light stimulus.49
The experimenters constructed a device which they
called a "pseudo-tunnel."

The tunnel was constructed of cir-

cular openings cut in sheets of smooth material of high and
low reflectance hung alternately behind one another and uniformly illuminated.

Depending upon the number and frequency

of the sheets, the device yielded a perception of a solid and
substantial tunnel.

Solidity and substance diminished as

the frequency of the sheets was decreased.

Thus by manipu-

lating an array of light, the experimenters created the configuration of neural excitation which represents the property

49Gibson, Purdy and Lawrence, 2£• cit.
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of substance.
The Gibson, Furdy and Lawrence study has

sig~ificance

for the present study because it demonstrates the possibility of inducing a property percept by manipulating an energy
array in such a way as to elicit a specific pattern of neural response.

Essential to the concept of perception upon

which the Theory of Property Arrays is based is the idea that
the perceptual organism responds to stimuli as an
just as a single cell may respond as a cell.

~nism,

Gibson suggests

that such organismic response is elicited by a higher-order
variable of the stimulus.5°

A reasonable explanation of the

response to the stimulus of the property of substance elicited in the Gibson, Purdy and Lawrence study is that the
property represents a higher-order variable to which the organism responds as an organism.

IV.

!I
!I

!
\

SUMMARY

The psychological foundations of the Theory of Property Arrays were developed by (1) relating the Theory of
Property Arrays to the theories of Seashore, Watt, and
Mursell, (2) quoting statements by authorities which support
the premises of the Theory of Property Arrays, (3) establishing the basic orientation of the Theory of Property Arrays as

50Gibson, "Perception as a Function of Stimulation."
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a special application of Gibson's perceptual theory, and

(4) relat1ng experimental and speculative studies in psychology to the basic premises and tenets of the Theory of
Property Arrays.

CHAl'TEH V

AN INVES'l'IGA'l'ION OF VER'l'ICAL
INTERVAL RECOGNITION

An investigation was made of the identification responses of subjects to aural presentations of the twelve vertical ·intervals at varying pitch levels.

The test used in

the inve.stigation vms not designed specifically to test any
particular theory of interval recognition, but was intended
only to produce data in terms of responses to the stimuli of
vertical intervals under controlled conditions •
.§~qjec.!§.

The subjects used for the test were sixty-two first
and second year music students at the University of the
· Pacifj.c enrolled in the Fall semester, 1966.

Music students

were chosen as subjeGts in order that the requisite knowledge
of possible responses, which were technical terms, might be
reasonably assumed.

Every attempt was made to elimJ.nate or

to reduce to a minimum the effect on the data of what Seashore
has called.the "cognitive limit."1
The cognitive limit represents the extreme upper-limit
score on any test in which responses are affected by knowledge,

--------1carl E. Seashore, "The Measurement of Pitch Discrimination: A Preliminary Report, 11 F's;y~q.Q1.qgJ_£al:, MonQ_gJ:§.J2h?..,
XIII, (\vhole no.· 53), 1910, p. 21.

,.·
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interest, effort, attention or any other factor which influences cognition.

In a test of perception, the perceQtual

limit may never be indicated, since the upper-limit score can
never exceed the

cognij~_iye

limit.

Therefore, in order

to insure data which would accurately reflect the perception
of vertical intervals, subjects who might be expected to
have high cognitive limits were selected.
The Test
The test consisted of five aural presentations of
each of the twelve vertical intervals at different pitch
levels, or sixty presentations, in all, to each student.
These ranged from the bottom of the bass clef to the top of
the treple clef, in random order.

Each interval was played

on the piano, a brief pause was made, and the interval was
played a second time.
val was played.

After a second pause, the next inter-

The total elapsed time for each interval

was approximately twenty seconds.

Subjects were instructed

to identify each interval by its technical name.

The tabu-

lated responses are given in Table III.
The Data
The data are tabulated in Table III.

Figures in the

colunms indicate the responses given to the vertical interval
stimulus named at the head of each column. ·Rows indicate
stimuli which elicited the response given at the first of
each row.

For example, the stimulus of the minor second

TABLE III
TABULATION OF RESPONSES TO VERTICAL
INTERVAL PRESENTED AURALLY TO SIXTY-T~v0
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC 1-IDSIC YiliJORS

·Interval

Tri.

Najor
6th
1

Perf.
8ve.
0
1

1

.....:J
_..

-----r-------------~-----..;.,_.-----·-·-~~·<'~~~--~·-··='
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was identified as a minor

s~cond

231 times, a major second

58 times, a minor third once,et cetera, for a total of 310
responses, 231 correct, 79 incorrect.

On the other hand,

the response ''minor second, 11 was made to the stl.mulus of
the minor second 231 times, to the major second 55 times,
the major third once, etcetera, for a total of 323 times,
231 correct, and 92 incorrect.
Rel_iabilitv. Of crucial importance to an analysis
or interpretation of the data is whether subjects tended to
respond in the same way to the vertical interval stimuli
regardless of pitch level.

To test the reliability of the

responses in this respect, a Chi square test for significance of differences among responses to the five different
presentations of each interval was made.
In Table IV, below, the column headed "Interval
Presentation" lists the five presentations of the twelve
vertical intervals.

The column headed "Correct Responses, 11

indicates how many correct responses were made to 211 twelve
interval-stimuli in each presentation.

The column headed

"Incorrect Responses," indicates how many incorrect responses
were made to all twelve interval stimuli in each presentation.
The value of Chi square for the data belo'\v is 1. 72, which is
not significant at the .20 level of confidence.

The null

hypothesis, then, cannot be rejected and it may be assumed
that no significant difference in response is effected by
the various pitch levels used in the test.
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TABLE IV
TOTAL CORRECT AND INCORRECT RESf'ONSES
TO EACH SET OF' TWELVE VEHTICAL INTEHVALS
PHESEN'rED AURALLY TO 62 UNIVERSITY OF THE fACIF'iC
NUSIC HAJ.ORS

Interval Presentation Correct Responses Incorrect Responses

410
398
408
387
398
··---

I
II
III
IV

v

F~.

334
3l~6

336
357
346

To test the effect of subject fatigue on

responses the ratio of correct to incorrect responses on the
first half of the test was compared to the ratio of correct
to incorrect responses on the second half.

A slight effect

of fatigue may be indicated by rejection o.f the null hypothesis (that the differences in the ratios would be due to
chance) at the .05 level of confidence.

However, with the

larg~ number of responses involved (3720~ failure to reject

the null hypothesis at the .01 level of confidence indicates
only a slight effect of fatigue on the test results.
Factors

Affectin~Re~~

In analyzing the responses, two factors must be considered:

(1) the extent to which each response was influ-

enced by the stimulus, and (2) the extent to which other,

[

I
I

II
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extraneous factors influenced the response.

The first

fac~

tor may be called stimulus-effect, the second response-bias.
In the present study, the theories of vertical interval per-.
ception, including the Theory of Property Arrays, are concerned with the influence or effect of the stimulus on the
response.

Therefore, the data must be interpreted in such

a way that the ambiguity resulting from response-bias is
minimized or eliminated.
In discussing the effects of response-bias on measurement in perception, Dember states:
All of the word-recognition experiments can be interpreted in terms of response-probability. Frequency,
familiarity? meaningfulness, and length may operate,
not on the 1nput itself, but on the output. They may
influence the subject's responses independently of any
influence on perception. 2'
·
Besides the influence of the

sti~1lus

on the response,

then, the factors of uncertainty, conflict and preference
may affect the respoQse.

The following discussion of re-

sponse uncertainty and response conflict is based on
Garner's analysis of the general problem.3
Response Unce.rtaintY,.

Response uncertainty may be

due to a lack of familiarity with the response set or mode
of response or to what was defined earlier as the "cognitive

2william N. Dember, The EsychologY, of Perception,
(New York: Henry Holt and Co.~ 1960),p. 287.
3 Garner ,

.QQ •

cit • , pp • 19- 52 •
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limit."

The subjects in the present test were chosen in

order to minimize the effect of the cognitive limit or lack
of knowledge, interest, et cetera, which might contribute to
response uncertainty.
Another source of response uncertainty is lack of
discriminability among responses in the response set.

If

a color-blind person were required to indicate by a color
response his estimation of stimulus size, he would show an
overwhelming uncertainty of response.

His uncertainty might

not be related in any way to the stimulus, but only to the
response.

In such an instance, the response-uncertainty

would invalidate the results of the test. ·In the present
test, the responses in the response set are easily discriminated, although a certriin possible confusion might be caused
by the qualifying terms of major and minor.
and major seventh are somewhat similar terms.

A major sixth
However, the

familiarity of the subjects with the terms is assumed to
have negated the potential confusion.
Response Conflict.

A very likely source of response-

conflict in the present test is "a lack of clear relation between the stimuli and the appropriate responses. 11 4

An illus-

tration of such a conflict may be seen in the following example.

Given a response set consisting of the numbers 1 ,2;

4Garner, QR• 2it., p.

51.

3,4 and a stimulus set of four letters a,b,c,d, no response
conflict would exist if the "correct" number designations or
responses corresponded to the relative order-position of the
respectivB letters.

However, if the correct answers were

such that response 1· should have been made to stimulus c,
response 2 to stimulus a, 3 to d, and 4 to b, response conflict·would occur.

The structure of the response-set does

not, in the latter case, correspond with the perceived structure of the stimulus-set.

Such a conflict may indeed exist

between the names of the vertical intervals, which indicate
a numerical order system with the qualifications major,
minor and perfect, and the structure of the stimulus-set as
perceived.

If the perceived structure of the vertical in-

terval stimulus-set does not correspond to a modified ordinal scale, the resulting response-conflict may effect the
responses made independently of the stimulus-effect.
Response-preference.

A third factor which may cloud

the meaning of the response is response-preference.

Eve·n if

the.testing situation produces no independent response uncertainty or response-conflict, response-preference due to
completely extraneous causes, such as association, may be
present.

In the present test, response-preference was un-

controlled by the design of the test or the selection of the
subjects.

Instead, response-preference was minimized or

eliminated by using appropriate procedures to interpret the
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results of the test.
In considering analytical procedures appropriate to
be used with these data, the purpose of the analysis must be
served.

In the present study, the data will be utilized to

indicate that the stimuli of vertical intervals have structural relationships which produce specific perceptual ambiguity or confusion.

An interpretation of incorrect res-

ponses, it is believed, will support the postulates of the
Theory of Property Arrays.

Therefore, the appropriate pro-

cedure must help to answer the question tiWhy did a given
stimulus elicit a particular incorrect response significantly more often than did another stimulus?"
Careful consideration will show the difference between the foregoing question and the following.

"Why was a

particular response or pattern of responses made incorrectly
a significant number of times to a given stimulus?"
The second question could be answered by responsebias.

A specific response may have been made for the com-

pletely irrelevant reasons of uncertainty, conflict or
pr~ference.

Thus, the perfect fifth response in the present

test was made 398 times, while the minor seventh response
was made only 160 times.

Each stimulus was presented 310

times (62 subjects, 5 presentations).

An

ans~er

question

of why a particular response was made to a given stimulus,
then, might be only that, for \vhatever reason, the subjects
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preferred that response.
The first question, however, inquires why a given
stimulus elicited a particular response.

From this point

of view, the fact that a particular response was preferred
has no relevancy.

The question is,

11

Why did a particular

stimulus elicit the response significantly more often than
di.d another stimulus ? 11
Answers to the second question are derived by interpreting the response-frequencies of the cells in each column
in Table III; ansvrers to the first question are derived by
interpreting the response-frequencies of the cells in each
row.
The data in Table
for each response.

v,

show the relative preference

The figures given represent the total

number of times the response was given without attempting
to partition the response into stimulus-effect or responsebias.

Thus, the perfect fifth response, g·~ven 398 times,

was clearly more preferred than any other; the minor seventh,
given only 160 times, was clearly less preferred.
.

.

Of the 398 responses of perfect fifth, 201 were made
to the perfect fifth stimuli.

The assumption is commonly

made that stimulus-effect is virtually 1OOj& responsible for
correct identifications of stimuli.

Dember states,

11

"When

the subject identifies a stimulus, the experimenter can be
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quite confident that it was not just a lucky guess."4

The

problem of the present study, however, is to account for
responses which were not correct.

Therefore, the signifi-

cance of deviations of responses will be determined by comparing the observed frequencies of each response to each
stimulus in terms of total incorrect responses divided by
eleven--the number of possible incorrect response categories.

TABLE V
TOTAL FREQUENCY OF SPECIFIC RESPONSES TO
VERTICAL INTERVALS PRESENTED AUHALLY TO
62 UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC MUSIC MAJORS
RESPONSE
2nd
maj. 2nd
min. 3rd
maj. 3rd
min.~

FfiEQUENCY
323
335
251
383

RESPONSE
per.It
tritone
per.5
min.6

:B,REg_g~:N

3o9
307
398
190

CY

RESFONS:fi;. FREQUENCY
257-maj.6th
160
min. 7th
226
maj.7th
per.8ve
275

In making a test for the significance of difference,
if any, between an observed frequency and the expected frequency, the expected frequency represents random or chance
responses.

To determine chance frequency for any cell in

Table III, it is necessary to reckon with the factor of response-bias.

vJhat is required is to construct a bivariate

matrix (such as Table

I~)

which shows the frequency that

4nember, QQ. cit., p. 61.
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could be expected in each cell if stimulus and response were
orthogonal or uncorrelated.
In developing the concept of contingent uncertainty
as a measure of variation, Garner states:

11

•••

a matrix

would be orthogonal if each cell had a probability equal to
the cross product of the appropriate row and colunm marginal
probabilities. • • "5
Table VI, is a bivariate matrix which utili.zes data
from Table III, to show the frequency of responses in each
cell if stimulus and response were orthogonal.
From Table VI, it is clear that all cells in any one
row are equal, that is, the expected frequencies for a particular response to a given stimulus is exactly. the same
for that stimulus as for any other stimulus.

Thus, it is

possible to make a direct comparison of two observed frequencies by the form lla x2= lf1-f2)2 • 6

.

1

trr-rz--

--------5Garner, QQ. cit., p. 55.

6J.P. Guilford, Fundamental Statis_tics in Psychol:Qgy_
a11.d; f!.ci1Jcatiol1, 3rd ed. ,--(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc., 1956), p. 238.

TABLE VI
EX!-ECTED FREQUENCY OF RES!--ONSES TO

VERTICAL INTERVALS PRESENTED AURALLY TO

SIXTY-TWO UNIVERSlTY OF THE
Interval

~ACIFIC

Minor Major Minor Major Perf. Tri.
2nd
2nd
~rd
3rd
4th
Minor 2nd
26.9 26.9 26.9 26.9 26.9 26.9·
Major 2nd
27.9 27.9 27.9 27.9 27.9 27.9
Minor 3rd
20.8 20.8 20.8 20.8 20.8 20.8
Major 3rd
31.9 31.9 31.9 31.9 31.9 31.9
ferf. 4th
30.7 30.7 30.7 30.7 30.7 30.7
Tritone
25.6 25.6 25.6 25.6 25.6 25.6
Ferf. 5th
33.1 33.1 33.1 33.1 33.1 33.1
Minor 6th
15.8 15.8 15.• 8 15.8 15.8 15.• 0
Major 6th
21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4
Minor 7th
13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3
Major 7th
18.8 18.8 18.8 18.8 18.8 18.8
Perf. 8ve
22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9
Nonsense
10.8 10.8. 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8
No Resnonse 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1
TOTAL~
310.0 310.0 310.0 310.0 310.0310.0

MUSIC NAJORS

Perf. Minor Major Minor Major Perf.
5th
6th
6th
7th
7th
8ve.
26.9 26.9 26.9 26.9 26.9 26.9
27.9 27.9 27.9 27.9 27.9 27.9
20.8 20.8 20.8 20.8 20.8 20.8
31.9 31.9 31.9 31.9 31.9 31.9
30.7 30.7 30.7 30.7 30.7 30.7
25.6 25.6 25.6 25.6 25.6 25.9
33.1 33 .. 1 33.1 33.1 33.1 33.1
15~8
15.8 15.8 15.8 15.8 15.8
21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4
13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3
18-.8 18.8 18.8 18 .• 8 18.8 18.8
22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9
10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8
10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1
310.0 310.0 310.0 310.0 310.0 310.0
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The data to be utilized in support of the Theory of
Property Arrays are the identification responses of sixty_
two first and second year music students at the University
of the Pacific to the aural presentation of vertical intervals.

Tests of the data were made which indicated that

(1) responses tended to be the same for each presentation
of each interval and that (2) fatigue was a slight factor
in later responses, but not great enough to invalidate the
data.
An analysis of the total uncertainty structure of
the testing situation indicated that response-bias was an
effective factor in the data.
bias-~response-uncertainty

Two elements of response-

and response-6onfli6t--were con-

trolled by the selection of a relatively homogenous group as
subjects.

A third element--response-preference--was uncon-

trolled.
The data will be utilized in an attempt to answer· the
question "'Why did a given stimulus elicit a particular i.ncorrect response significantly more often than did another
stimulus?"

Because the expected frequency for all cells in

a given row are equal, tests for significant difference between any two frequencies in the same row may be made by a
r€:stricted Chi square formula.

CHAPTER VI
INTERPRETATION OF VERTICAL INTERVAL
RECOGNITION RESPONSES
I.

INTHODUC'riON

The following interpretation of the data will serve
two purposes (1) to illustrate the weaknesses of other
theories of vertical interval perception and (2) to substantiate the Theory of Property Arrays.

Hypotheses will

be made and tested and conclusions will.be dra\lm.

Because

Watt, Seashore, and Mursell have had wide i_nfluence in the
psychology of music and in music education, postulates of
their respective theories will be tested and the results

!.
E

If

I

interpreted.

!

II.

OTHER THEORIES

All ather principal theories of interval perception
have one point of view in common--that intervals may be
scaled as points on a line.

There is disagreement among

theorists regarding both the common attribute that is scaled
and the order in which the intervals are placed.
Watt
Among the theories reviewed in the present study,
only the Tonal Distance Theory, developed by Watt, nostula tes.

I
I

i}
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an interval scale. 1 By using the half~step as the basic
unit of measure, vlatt' s relationship of interval volume or
size to tonal distance specifies an interval-order scale,
in vrhich "the size of the difference between pairs of. numbers
has meaning, and corresponds to the distance (in some generalized sense) between the corresponding pairs of amounts
of the·property."2
The following hypothesis tests the postulate that
intervals are related by virtue of volume, size or tonal
distance.
HYPOTHESIS I:

Errors in interval recognition due to

underestimation by one.half-step will not vary significantly
from errors due to overestimation by one half-step.
In Table VII, responses given incorrectly to the
interval stimulus just-smaller are given in the first column.
Responses given incorrectly to the interval stimulus justlarger are given in the third column.

1watt, on. cit., Q§SSim.
2Torgerson,

QQ•

.9J..t.., p. 16.
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TABLE VII
EHRORS OF' OVEHESTIHATION AND UNDERESTIIvlATION
RESfONSES TO VERTICAL INTERVALS PRESENTED
AURALLY TO SIX'I'Y-T\40 UNI VEHSITY OF THE I' ACIFIC
MUSIC MAJORS

.Response

·----=-~--~~-

Hinor 2nd
Iv1ajor 2nd
Minor 3rd
Major 3rd
Perf. 4th
Tritone
Perf. 5th
Minor 6th
Hajor 6th
Minor 7th
Hajor 7th
Perf. 8ve

Just-smaller
Stimulus

_.....,..... ~---

Just-larger
Level of
Stimulus
Significance

.

55·----·-

none possible
58

9

96

20

27

17
3

6

.0001

19
13
30
15

.0001
.1 5

22

33
15
53

59

3

50

2

none possible

0

.05

.05

.80

.0001
.0001
.0001
.0001

Chi square was computed .to test for ·statistical signiricance of the difference between the frequencies in the
second and third columns, for each interval, using a two-byone Chi square with two-tailed probability values.
interval was thus tested individually.

Each

The results indicate

the basically untenable position of the Tonal Distance Theory.
The minor second cannot be considered since there is
no interval just-smaller.

The perfect o"ctave cannot be con-

sidered because there is no interval just-larger.

Of the re-

maining ten intervals, five favor the just-larger intervalstimulus and five the just-smaller.

Of these ten cases, six
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are significantly different at the .0001 level of confidence;
two are significantly different at the .05 level. Only the
perfect fourth and the perfect fifth tend to substantiate
the hypothesise
Further examination of the data in Table III reveals
that the tonal Distance Theory fails to account for significant tendenci.es of incorrect identifications.

For example:,

tonal distance cannot reasonably explain v1hy the minor third
response was made to the stimuli of the tritone (three halfsteps larger), the minor sixth (five half-steps larger), and
the major sixth (six half-steps larger) more often than to
the major second, which is only one half-step

smaller~

Seashore
Lik(e \iatt and Mursell, Seashore postulates an ordin-

al relationship among intervals.

Unlike Watt, however,

Seashore does not specify an interval scale.3

Therefore,

it would be inappropriate to suggest that, according to
Seashore, errors in identification between intervals on
either side or a given interval would be equally frequent.
Actually, Seashore's theory does not attempt to ac- ··
cotmt for identification errors, but only seeks to explain
the nature of the interval effect.

The interval effect,

according to Seashore, is related to the degree of consonance

---·---·
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of the interval.

Thus, the postulate may be inferred that

ambiguity of the vertical interval stimulus is in inverse
proportion to the degree of consonance of the interval.

To

test this postulate, the follOiving hypothesis was devised.
HYPOTHESIS II:

Errors in identification will tend to

vary with the rank of the interval on Seashore's consonance
scale.
Table VIII gives Seashore's rank order of intervals
accordi.ng to consonance in the second column; the third column gives the corresponding rank of intervals in terms of
number of incorrect responses.

TABLE VIII
A RAWrC COI>fr ARISON OF CONSONANCE AND INCORRECT
RESPONSES TO VERTICAL INTERVALS I-RESENTED AURALLY TO
SIXTY-THO UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC NUSIC MAJORS
INTERVAL
f·erf. 8ve
Perf. 5th
Per·f. 4th
Major 3rd
Major 6th
Minor 6th
Minor 3rd
Tritone
Minor 7th
Major 7th
Major 2nd
Minor 2nd

SEASHOHE 1 S HANK OF
_gONSONANCE
1
2

a
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12

RANK IN-NUMBER OF
ERRORS
"T21
2

3
5

8

6
4
11
10
7
9
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The computed rank-difference correlation coefficient
for the data is .39 which is not significant at the .05
level of confidence.

Consequently, there seems to be little

support for the Seashore postulate tested.
}'1ursell
Like Seashore, Hursell postulates an ordinal relationship among intervals.4

However, rather than being based

on consonance, Mursell's ranking is based on the simplicity
of the ratio between the frequencies of each pair of constituent tones.

A postulate similar to that inferred from

Seashore's theory may be inferred from Mursell's.

If sim-

plicity of ratio is the basis for ordering intervals, ambiguity of the stimulus must be inversely proportional to the
degree of simplicity.

The following hypothesis tests the

inferred postulate.
HYPOTHESIS III:

Errors in identification will tend to
0

vary with the rank of the interval on the

~imple-ratio

scale.

Although Mursell does not give the complete ranking
for vertical intervals, the ranking indicated in the second
column of Table IX was made following the procedure he prescribes.

Although with Seashore's theory the postulate tested

was inferred, there is more explicit connection with Mursell's
theory.

4Nursell,

.QQ.

cit., pp. 52ff.
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Intervals constituted by the simpler ratios (1 :2,2:3,
3:4) are felt as more closely related than those constituted by more complex ratios. Noreover when we pass
to ratios more complex than those which can exist betvleen the prime numbers up to seven and their lower
multiples, our ability to perceive the indicated relationship is inadeq~ate and our sense of definite .interval collapses • • •

----------·--··-·-------- ---·--_______________________
,

TABLE IX
A HANK COHP AHISON OF' Sil.ffLICITY OF RATIO
AND INCORHECT IU!:31-0NSE TO VERTICAL INTERVALS
PRESENTED Am1ALLY TO SIXTY-TWO UNIVERSITY OF THB PACIFIC
MUSIC MAJORS
INTEHVAL

MUHSELL'S HANK OF

~~-..,........----- SINPLICITY
Perf. 8ve
1

Perf. 5th
Major 6th
Perf. 4·th
Minor 3rd
Major 3rd
Minor 6th
Major 2nd
Major 7th
Minor 2nd
Minor 7th
Tritone

2

RANK IN NUNBER OF
----------------=ERRORS -----

f2

2

1

5

6
13
8

...6

7

8
9

10
11
12

5

2

7

10

9

11

9

The computed rank-difference correlation coefficient
is .27.

Therefore, the null hypothesis could not be rejected

at the .05 level of confidence.
Surmnary
Hypotheses were developed to test postulates of Seashore

5Ibid., p. 92.
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Watt and Hursell regarding vertical interval perception and
recognition.

In each test, the null hypothesis could not be

rejected at the

.05 level of confidence. The effect of the

results of these tests is to suggest that an ordinal scaling
of vertical intervals is inconsistent with the structure
perceived, since errors had no significant correlation with
the three proposed orders.

Although these findings do not

necessarily invalidate the whole of. any of the theories
tested, they do imply that the theories are of little validity, if any, in accounting for errors in recognition.
III.

THE THEORY OF PHOPERTY ARRAYS

A basic postulate of the Theory of Property Arrays is
that errors in vertical interval recognition are due to the
failure of the individual to perceive correctly the property
array of the stimulus.

Therefore, confusion is most likely

to occur among intervals whose property arrays are most similar, i.e., intervals with primary relationships.
HY~OTHESIS

IV:

In respondine incorrectly to vertical

interval stimuli there is a tendency to confuse intervals
'\orhich are related primarily wj_th the given interval stimulus.
In Table

x,

the first column, headed

11

Response, 11

lists the responses made to the aural presentation of vertical intervals.

The column headed "Total Frequency 11 gives the

number of times each response was made

inc~s.:li..Y.·

The
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column headed "Predicted Errors"gives the number of times
each response lvas made to interval stimuli in the primary
group of the stimulus correctly assod.ated with the given
response.

F'or example, the response "Hajor third 11 was

made to the stimuli minor third, major sixth, major seventh,
and perfect octave--the primary group of the major third-a total of 125 times.

The column headed "Chance" gives the

frequency of each incorrect response which might be expected
due to chance factors.
frequency is:

The formula used to compute each

Chance= Total Errors X p

where N= number of

N

j_ncorrect responses possible and P= number of intervals in
the respective primary groups.
The column headed "Significance Level" indicates the
level of significant difference between errors predicted by
the Theory of Property Arrays and those predicted by chance,
or the level of cor:fidence at which the null hypothesis may
be rejected in each instance.
The total number of errors predicted by chance compared with the total number of errors predicted by the Theory
of Property Arrays indicates a rejection of the null hypothesis at the very high level of confidence of .0005.

This

rejection of the null hypothesis tends to substantiate the ·
postulate tested by Hypothesis IV, i.e., confusion in vertical interval recognition is most likely to occur among
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intervals whose property arrays are most similar.

'I'ABLE X
INCORRECT' RESfONSES 1--TIEDIC'l'ED BY THE THEOHY OF'
PHOFERTY AHHAYS C0£11-'AHED TO INCOHRECT HESfONSES
FHgDICTED BY CHANCE TO VEHTICAL INTERVALS PRESENTED
AURALLY 'l'O SIX'rY-TVJO UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC HUSIC NAJOHS
RESPONSE -TOTAL____FRBf)fCTED NUMBER OF 1-'HEDICTIONS SIGNIFICANC:
...,.-----::,.......,-_;F:..::R~-E.Q.QJ?NCY
ER.-R_.=OR=-3~~---:p:..::-.R=EDI CTI ONS BY CHAN,C~:.:::E:.._~L=E;;:,..;VEL
-min.
2nd
92 -----63
TJ----:33:6.005
maj. 2nd
117
76
3
31~8
.0005·
mj.n. 3rd
122
51
4
44.4
.25
maj. 3rd
174
125
4
63.2
.0005
per. l~th
196
110
3
53.4
.0005
tritone
165
31
2
30.0
.45
per. 5th
197
90
3
53.7
.005
min. 6th
103
40
4
37.6
.40
maj. 6th
125
74
3
34.2
.0005
min. 7th
79
55
3
21 .6
.0005
maj. 7th
86
53
3
23.4
.0005
per. 8ve
17
8
2
2.3
.10
TOTALS
1473
776
38
429
.0005

The rejection of the null hypothesis indicates a verification of the postulate tested by Hypothesis IV.

The extent

of the substantiation of the postulate is indicated not only
by the exceptionally high level of significance of the data
when freque-ncies are totaled but also by the high level of significance of the prediction of errors by the Theory of Property
Arrays for each interval.
The data reported, then, tend to· confirm the Theory of
Property Arrays in regards to the structure of the interval
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stimulus.

Vertical interval stimuli are confused, appar-

ently, with other, similar stimuli.

The degree of

similar~

ity is evidently related to the similarity of the respective
property arrays of the intervals.
A limiting factor in testing Hypothesis IV was the
use of the postulated properties in the theoretical implementation.

If the classification of each interval in terms

of each postulated property-null property pair is incorrect,
or if the property-null property pairs themselves are not
valid, the results of the test may be meaningless.

However,

the high level of confidence with which the null hypothesis
may be rejected tends to support the validity of the properties postulated as well as the classification of the

inter~

vals in terms of those properties.
Although the data support the hypothesis that vertical
intervals are confused with others in their primary groups,
some intervals in each primary group are mQre frequently confused than others.

If the degree of relationship between two

intervals is related to the number of times they are mistaken
for each other, an ordering system within each primary group
may be suggested by the data.
For example, the primary group of the minor second
includes the major second, the tritone, the minor sixth and
the minor seventh.
five

times·~to

The major second response was given f{fty-

.the. minor second stil)lul'us,' the tritone·-and the

minor seventh four times each and the minor sixth not at all.
Unless such discrepancies can be accounted for, it would seem
that the effective support for the stimulus similarity postulate may be weaker than it first appeared.
One possible source of intra-group ordering of intervals is the difference of discriminability among the four
property-null property pairs utilized in the model.
HYPOTHESIS V:

Errors between pairs of interval sti-

muli discriminated betvreen only by the property-null property pair represented in each place of the code, respectively,
will tend to vary from equality.
Table XI shows the frequency of incorrect responses
vThen the stimuli tvere different only in Place I, Place II,
Place III and Place IV, respectively.6

TABLE XI
ERRORS IN DISCRIMINATING CODED PROPERTIES
INDICATED BY INCOHRECT RESPONSES TO VERTICAL INTERVALS
PRESgNTED AURALLY TO SIXTY-TWO UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
MUSIC MAJOHS
FLACE

I

NUHBER OF ERROI-B 7 5

II

92

III
175

IV
438

Chi square was computed for the data in Table XI and

6The term "place 11 refers to the respective code position of each property-null property pair.
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the null hypothesis was rejected at the .0005 level of confidence.

Thus, Hypothesis

v,

that identification errors

are related to the discriminability of the postulated property-null property pairs, is supported.
Summar_y
The concept of interval stimulus structure

~1ich

is

basic to the Theory of Property Arrays was tested by comparing the frequency of errors predicted on the basis of similar interval stimulus structure to those predicted by chance.
The null hypothesis was rejected at the .0005 level of confidence.
This positive evidence supporting· the analysis of vertical interval structure as an array of properties is crucial
to the ver.ification of 'the Theory of Property Arrays.

Not .

·only do the data suwort the concept of the vert;i.cal interval
as an array of properties but they also support the postulated properties of the theoretical model.
An apparent hierarchal intra-group ordering of intervals was noted.

The explanation offered for such an ordering

of intervals was that certain property-m1ll property pairs
are more discriminable than others.

Frequency of errors due

to a failure to discriminate the property-null property in
each place was tabulated.

The conclusion drawn was that a

clear order of discriminability exists among the dichotomous
properties utilized in the model.

The rank order from least-
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to-most difflcult to discriminate was shovm to be Place I,
~lace

II, flace III, and flace IV.
The results of testing experimental hypotheses drawn

from the theories of Seashore, v/att and Hursell compared with
the results of testing experimental hypotheses drawn from the
'

Theory of Property Arrays tend to refute the former theories
and to support the latter.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMAHY AND CONCLUSIONS
I•

SU!>!HAHY

The purpose of the study was to present and verify a
new theory of the aural perception of vertical intervals.
The theory presented is called The Theory of Property
Arrays because it conceives the structure of the vertical
interval percept as an array of properties derived from the
_gestalt of the interval.

Thus, The· Theory of Property Arrays

conceives the vertical interval as a whole, from which individual tones are differentiated as parts.
The properties which form the identifying arrays are
identified as dichotomies, representing ant·ithe.tico.l pairs
called property-null property pai.rs.
property

pair~>

These

property~null

\vere tentatively identified· in the theoretical

model developed to implement the Theory of Property Arrays as
consonant-dissonant, perfect-imperfect, stable-unstable and
major-minor.

Each vertical interval was then given a coded

identity based on a binary code in which each dichotomous
property was represented by the character 1 for the property
and 0 for the null property.
'l'he premises upon which the Theory of Property Arrays
rests were substantiated by citing authoritative statements

from the fields of philosophy, psychology and music as well
as by describing relevant experimental studies in perceptual
psychology and the psychology of music.

Other theories of

vertical interval perception were also outlined and the
points of similarity and dissimilarity with the Theory of
Property Arrays were specified.
The responses of sixty-two University of the f'acific
music majors were analyzed and interpreted to test experimental hypotheses representing the theories of Watt, Seashore
and Nursell as v;ell as the Theory of Property Arrays.

The

findings indicated little or no support for the theories of
Seashore, Mursell and Watt and a significant verification of
the Theory of Property Arrays.

II.

INPLICATIONS FOR 1-'EDAGOGY

One of the specific problems to be solved by this
study was to delineate the implications for pedagogy of the
new theory of vertical interval perception.
None of the theories revie'\ved offers explicit statements of applications to learning.

Seashore seems to assume

that interval recognition ability is innate; Mursell implies
that practice in considering the relationship between two
tones may improve interval recognition; \fatt states specifically that well-trained musicians can accurately judge the
size or volume of an interval.

However, none actually
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indicates any pedagogical applications.

(

Nevertheless, certain pedagogical practices affect the
attitudes, orientatj_ons or premises of Seashore, Hursell,
and Watt.

One example of the connection of pedagogy with

perceptual theory may be seen in the following.
A frequently used method for training skill in recognition of vertical intervals is the practice of converting
each vertical interval into the corresponding linear interval.

The usual procedure is to present the vertical inter-

val by striking the constituent tones on the piano and having the student sing the two constituent tones.

Occasion-

ally, each scale tone or each different pitch lying between the constituent tones are vocalized to concretize the
sense of distance between.

The fact that the student can-

. not vocally reproduce two tones simultaneously but must sing
each tone in succession has contributed to the widespread
use of this procedure.
Such an exercise is related both to \'Ia tt 1 s concept of
distance or size as a measure of the vertical interval and
to Mursell.' s concept of the similarity of the vertical and
linear interval.
Another common procedure in interval recognition training is the practice of recognition drills.

The usual method

is described by Apel in the definition of ear training
quoted in Chapter I of this study. "The usual method is to
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play intervals • • • and have the student recognize and record
them." 1
No real teaching strategy, learning order or pedagogical skill is apparent in this type of exercise.

Inter-

vals are customarily presented at random, with no attempt to
structure tho presentation to conform to any rationale. 2
This procedure seems in keeping with Seashore's point of view
that interval recognition ability is innate; only the cognitive act of learning correct responses is subject to improvement.
The actual direct effect of the principal theories of (
interval perception on related pedagogy, then, has been virtually nil.

lt/hether the indirect effects indicated by peda-

gogical practices apparently associated with these theories
have been benefid.al is open to some question.

Although a

search of the literature has not uncovered any normative

.

study on the degree to which skill in inter,val recognition
has been effected by the common pedagogical practice described above, it is the present writer's observation that
many upper division music students are not skilled in inter-·
val recognj_tion.
There is a need, then, for a theory of vertical

1Apel, QQ•

.9.-:li·, p.

221+.

2For specific examples of exercises see Janet McGauhey,
f'ras;_tlc?l B;e:r.:_ Tr.:_~i!!..iJJK (Boston: Allyn and Bacon Inc., 1961).
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interval perception that not only accounts successfully for
.I

the perception of vertical intervals but is also applicable
to the problems of pedagogy and learning.

Not only should

the theory serve as a basis for classroom teaching strategy,
but it should also serve to help design specific training
for individual students.
The needs of classroom strategy are met by the Theory
of

Prop~rty

Arrays by indicating the specific areas which

tend to affect the discriminative judgment 6f most students.
From the ranking of difficulty indicated in Table IX, a plan
which emphasizes relatively more practice in discriminating
Place IV (major-minor) would seem to benefit most students.
The type of practice or drills necessary to develop
specific discriminative ability is not specified by the
Theory of Property Arrays, nor is it implied by any postulates or corollaries of the theory.

However, the principle

of practicing exercises that are similar but not identical
is made possible by the analysis of the structures of the
interval stimuli made by the Theory of f·roperty Arrays.
Since such exercises are the essence ·of the behavior-shaping
procedures used so effectively in programmed instructj_on,
~

the Theory of Property Arrays may make a significant contribution to the development of more meaningful sequences of ·
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of programmed instruction.3
Students who have particular difficulty in recognizing vertical intervals may be atypical of the egeneral pattern.

For example, the tendency is towards difficulty in

discriminating betv1een Property IV (maj orness) and Null
Property IV (lninorness).

However, a particular individual

student may not find flace IV difficult to discriminate,
but, instead, may find it very difficult to discriminate
Place III.

Additional practice to develop specific dis-

criminative skill in Place III can be devised.
In some instances, students appear to be hopelessly
confused concerning interval recognition.

Such confusion

may arise from the fact that weakness in discriminating two
Places compounds errors.

For example, suppose that a student

cannot discriminate Property III from Null Property III,
nor can he discriminate Property IV from Null Property IV.
The compounding effect may be seen by comp~ring the number
of intervals with which he may confuse the minor second in
each case.

If Place III were his only difficulty, only the

--------·--3This specific weakness of programming procedures in
aural theory or ear training was noted by the present writer
first as a result of a series of studies by the writer under
the direction of Dr. Samuel Scott, Chairman of the Department
of Theory and Composition, Conservatory of :t-fusic, University
of the Pacific during the academic year 1965-66. The same
weakness was commented upon in a private conversation between
the present writer and Dr. Preston Stedman, Dean of the
Conservatory of Music, University of the Pacific.
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minor seventh would be likely to be mistaken (and viceversa).

If Place IV were the only difficulty, the major

second would be likely to be confused with the minor second.

However, if both Place III and Place IV cause diffi-

culty, he may be unable to discriminate between the minor
second and major second, minor second and minor seventh,
and minor second and major seventh.

Thu.s, his errors are

compounded, increasing in this instance by 50 per cent.
Compounding is effective both ways, of course.

If

one source of e.rrors is corrected· the compounding effect is
multiplied.

In the previous example, learning to discrimi-

nate Place III would reduce the errors 75 per cent.

For

this reason, a good overall teaching strategy might be to
attack the least troublesome Place I first.

Clearing away

that source of errors will reduce the total number of errors
and allow a better focus of attention of any remaining problems.
Not only does the Theory of Property Arrays offer an
effective means of teaching specific skills, it also allows
effective diagnosis of specific causes of confusion in vertical interval recognition.

For example, if a student shows

a tendency to identify the interval stimulus of the minor
second as the major second, the minor third as the major
third, the minor sixth as the major sixth, etcetera, the
Theory of Property Arrays would diagnose a single cause of

1 ol~

error, rather than a separate cause for each error.

Accor-

ding to the theory, the student is simply unable to discrimi.:.
nate Place IV.

~fua t

could appear to be confused perception

is thus reduced to a single perceptual error or weakness.
The correction of this single perceptual error will, therefore, correct all recognition errors ·with which it is related.
R~cognizing

that the property arrays involved are

related in the specific property represented in Place I or
Place II or Place III or Place IV enables the teacher and
the student to move effectively to correct many specific
errors by removing the general cause of the errors--inability to discriminate in any one or combination of places.
III.

IMPLICATIONS FOR ANALYSIS

The analysis of the vertical interval stimulus
structure made by the Theory of Property Arrays makes
possible the use of procedures developed in the fields of
psychology, and mathematics to analyze musical compositions.
Musical an·alysis is ordinarily conceived in terms of description of practice rather than as an analysis of psychological meaning, information concept or expressiveness in
terms of information transmission.

The analyses which

have utilized such information theory concepts have, hitherto, been restricted to concepts involving single tones and
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relationships derived from conceiving a tone as the basic
unit of musical meaning.

The Theory of Property Arrays will

make such analytical procedures more fruitful, since the
quantification of the vertical interval as informati.on, which
the Theory of Property arrays accomplishes, is necessary to
a meaningful use of information theory procedures.
IV.

HECOl1Villr~DATl ONS

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The success of any theory may be judged on two bases:
(1) how \vell it fits the data, and (2) how much research it

generates.

In the present study, the Theory of Property

Arrays has been demonstrated to fit the data.

The ambunt

of research the Theory of Property Arrays may generate may
be the ultimate measure of its worth.
The Theory of Property Arrays opens many new avenues
of research in music pedagogy, musical anaJ.ysis and the
psychology of music, as indicated in the ~oregoing discussion.

1here is also a need for further research into the

implementation and the system of postulates and corollaries
implied

i~

the Theory of froperty Arrays.

Some specific

questions should be answered, such as:
1. How may the property-null property pairs be speci-

fied in physical terms?
2. Does the strength of a given property or null
property percept effect the judgment or discrimination of
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other property-null property pairs in the same array?
)

3.

To what extent is there an interaction between and

among property-null property pairs?

4.

How difficult to generalize is each property--null

property pair of vertical interval stimuli?

5.

How much internal structure is generated by the

redundancy created by the restriction of the stimuli to
twelve of sixteen possible patterns or arrays?
Questions relating to possible applications of the
Theory of Property Arrays include the following:
1.

What effect does the internal structure of the

intervals and the set of intervals utilized in music have
on the expressive content or musical significance of a
musical composition?
2.

'I'o what extent is the perception of interval prop-

erties related to musical understanding?

3.

\fua t effect will improved pedagogy of ear training

have on traditional evaluations of musical talent?

:.'-

J
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